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TRANSFORMATION OF VILI-AGE ECONOMY

PG - would-be-farmer turned landlord.

PG is the son of a land-tax official (sedalun) who was also a skilled farmor
who usod his knowledge to acquire good land to pass on to his sons. Although ho made
zure they all had good educations which would allow them other opportunities, he also
took each of them with him to the fields to teach them how to grow rice. His ocm
father was a great painter and sculptor but the medium of his own art was tho ricofields
and although none of his sons now farm, thoy all approciato good farming practico.

PG, his eldest son, was in the army until he was disabled by a notorbike
accident. Fortunatoly his wife is a schoolteachor, their house is on a main road so he
can run a small artshop there and as the eldest he has inhorited his fatlers lsmaining
agricultural land, two ricefields of 25 and 2l are and 18 are of dry fields. He is not
able to work them himself and he has no sons so the land is worked by a family from
a nearby village with which his family has had a long patron-client relationship. The
tenaJrts take only 1/3 of the harvest, a once-common practico unusual nowadays but
partly mitigated by tho fact that PG pays all tho taxes aod buys all tho seed, fertiliser,
pesticides and takes care of the ritual exponses involved.

P - an exceotion to the rule

P's family have lived for sevoral generations in a small sefrloment on the
periphery ofUbud but isolated by ricefields and not accossible by road. They havo an
hereditary relationship with a branch of the puri whose land they farm. Most of P's
elder siblings have moved to Ubud and his younger brother commutes thore to work.
P is an intelligent and onterprising young man who has made a conscious choice !o stay
on the land and work it with his bachelor elder brother and his elderly father. He has
recently marriod and his wife has come to live at his family home to which he has
bogun improvemonts.

In 1996 he grew a full hectare of rice most of which he sold before harvest to
a rice morchant. This method does not realise high prices but transfors to the buyer the
problems ofharvest and transport ofsuch a largo crop in an inaccessible location. The
family also work an extensive area of dry land (tegatl along a river gorge on which they
grow coconuts, bananas and coffee for household use and sale. They keep pigs and
chickens for household food and ritual sacrifico and five cattle for ploughing which save
the cost of contract ploughing and offset the low gelling price. The returns from all
their crops aro shared 50/50 with the puri but rhis is not calculated precisely. p is also
skilled in the old rural technologios of making tools and implonents of local matorials
(primarily bamboo) and hunting birds and catching fish in the nearby river. They are
virtually self-sufficient in food and ritual requirements and have sufficient cash incomo
to buy whatover else they require in the market.

P's choice is most unusual for a man of his age and education but he
recognisos his own practical rather than commercial talents. He is not impressed by the
world of tourism and he sees a beter future in farming. His enorgr and skills and the
size of the land to which he has access (for now at least) allows him te pafts this
choice.

None of these examples could be described as typical. They are chosen to

illustrate the range of ways in which individuals, according to their own inclinations

and circumstances, negotiate the interfaces between cash and subsistence, tourism
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TRANSFORMATION OF VILI-AGE BCONOMY

and agriculture, patronage and individual enterprise. Perhaps more tlpical is a

tenant-farmer called I Made Cenik who has little room for such negotiations.

There is no need to protect Made's anonymity. He is fictional character but

for each of the examples above there are several like him, the archeqrpical 'little

people" of modern Bali. He is from a peripheral part of Ubud or perhaps even from

a nearby village. He could be any age but he has neither land of his own nor any

of the resources necessary to enter the tourist industry. His skills are those of the

traditional economy, the techno-wizardry of rice, bamboo, coconut and banana

leaves but these are not of great value in the labour market and he has several

children to support. He works about 20 are on a 50/50 share-crop basis. This

provides a bare minimum of rice needed to feed his family. He supplements this

with cash from day-labour on building sites or carving wooden fruit and flowers

which his wife paints and sells to a middleman who on-sells to exporters. His wife

also takes to the market any surplus fruit from the garden behind their house or eggs

from their domestic chickens. When the opportunity arises she also carries building

materials on nearby tourism building projects.

In many respects Made's situation is little different from that of W or P but

unlike them he has neither the contacts nor the exceptional personal qualities to

enable him to transcend the limitations of his situation. In an earlier era he would

have been like his father, just another village farmer, eking out a subsistence living

but holding a respected place in the community: now he is a fringe-dweller,

physically and socially still in his own village but economically on the margin of a

complex and rapidly changing monetarised economy in which he has nothing to sell

except his own unskilled labour. His only hope of improving his situation is in the

next generation, if when his children are older they find well-paid jobs in tourism.
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TRAI{SFORMATION OF VILLAGB ECONOMY

Exploiting New Opportunities.

The sffi away from agriculture was initially into employment or private

enterprise in the front-line of the tourism sector or the associated artlcraft sectors.

More recenfly, as the economy has grown and diversified a secondary sector has

developed providing goods and services to both the tourist industry and to meet the

flourishing demand of the growing local middle class for consumer goods and

lifestyle. This has provided employment in shops, offices and banla but it has also

provided new market niches for those with the ability to see them and the resources

to exploit them.

The neighbourhood in which I lived was (arguably) the slowest in lJbud to

embrace tourism and is not renowned as a hotbed of entrepreneurial innovation.

However during the years 1994-1996 two successful new businesses were developed

by members of this community, one building upon an existing trade, the other using

a foreign model to exploit a new market emerging out an old one.

MK is a man in his forties, stout of build, with a restless eners/ and a turn of
mind better described as quick and enquiring than refloctive. He has beon enployed
for many years as caretakor of a school just outsido ubud, a job which occupies his
mornings, leaving the afternoons free for other activities. For years he has been a pillar
of the community, always at the forefront of docision-making and never absent when
thore was work to be done. He was in fact for some years in the l9g0s head of the
adminish6jiye side of commrrnity atrurs (klian banjar).

At some stage, presumably through his contacts outside Ubud, he bogan to
supplement his moagre government salary by buying pigs to supply the demand in ubud
at the seven-monthly Galungan festival. old people recall (usually with approval) the
days when meat, espocially pork was raroly oaten oxcept at Galungan whon pigs
purchased and fattened by groups especially formod for the purpose wero slaughtered
and shared out. The new prospority has resulted in extensive private slaughtor ofpigs
at Galungan and in much more widespread consumption of meat generally,

when I first met MK in 1993 he had a small truck with which he would
regularly tour a circuit of villages upstream of ubud ordering, purchasing and
delivering to buyers in Ubud pigs, chickens and ducks, alive or slaughtored and
butchered at his house. By 1996 it had developed into a full-time business, with his son
sharing the work. Much of his trade was now supplying hotols and rostaurants,
downstream to the coast as well as in ubuds. He had also oxpanded into buying rice,
eithor standing crops which are relatively cheap to buy from farmers in need of roady

'. An article in Bali Post (20 Decembe r 1993) reported that the majority of pork consumed by the
larger hotels and restaurants was still imported but that the government was encouraging local farmors to
import better quality and higher-producing stock from Australia.
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TRANSFORMATION OF VILLAGE ECONOMY

cash or from merchants operating local rnills. This rice he mostly sells to neighbours
and is able to undercut most other suppliers because of his direct-buying methods.

Late one afternoon n 1996, while sitting at a, warung operated by the head of
the neighbourhood where MK works, collecting statistics about local enployment, I was
surprised by the arrival of MK himself. He invited me to accompany him to his new
enterprise where he and his employees were about to eat together. I fells\iled him
uphill for half a kilometre or so beyond the village and along a track between ricofields
to an unusual cluster of buildings I had wondered about on previous trips along this
road.

He had drained 3 are of ricefields to create a miniature livestock farm. The
buildings are covered pens with a capacity of up to 40 pigs. He uses white western-
style pigs which grow to maturity in 3 months as opposed to 5 months for local pigs.
They were fed on processed feed only and tho wastos from the pens flow into a concrete
settling tank. A secondary tank has small eels and lotus flowers. The overflow is fit
to go straight back into the ricefields, while sludge from the first tank is drie.d and used
as a backload on his trips to the mountains where he sells it to citrus growers for
fertiliser. He also raises goldfish in separate tank utilising fresh irrigation water.
Chickens roost in the roof of the pig pens at night and forage in the ricefields during
the day but are penned during the rice fruiting season. A small shed serves as a kitchen
and rest space for workers. A small house with a temple on top is planned for the
future.

One of his new employees was a man from this village who had for some time
been running a not particularly lucrative warung in Ubud. He had prepared a simple
but substantial meal which we ate sitting on the ground under tho stars. The whole
episode was quite unlike anything else I had experienced in Bali: somothing about it
evoked more than anything my own experienco on rural building sites in Australia and
New Zealand, tho spirit of individual enterprise on a new economic frontier.

One of the more striking things about this particular enterprise is the fact that

ratherthan turning away from the generally unprofitableagriculnrral sector, MK has,

like P the young farmer, systematically found ways of adapting aspects of the

existing agricultural system to new markets for agricultural products, combining

trade and production in a manner quite unqpical of other enterprise around Ubud3l.

As MK comments "This kind of work is too hard and dirty for most Ubud people".

The other success story in this neighbourhood is quite different in form but similarly

innovative in its approach to existing economic categories.

PD's fathers's family have a long tradition of religious leadership while his
mother's family have a background in trade. He regards himself as having taken
something from both parents. He is a schoolteacher with a background in religious
scholarship which he maintains by participating in a local group which chants sacred

". MK's business is however reminiscent in some ways of the enterprises of certain female tradors
who in the mid-nineteenth century collected agricultural produce from the hinterland for sale to exporters
on the coast (Helms 1882).
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texts' He is also the local representative of Parisada Hindu Dharma (PIIDD, the official
agency of rationalised, state-sanctioned Hinduism. He is head of a large multi-family
houseyard with several under-omployed members, especially women, but no agricultural
land. Like MK his public-service salary (Rp.300/month) is increasingly inadequate to
meet the rising cost of living in Ubud.

The women of his houseyard, perhaps because of their expert knowledge of
roligious matters had been involved in casual production of offerings for sale, mostly
for private ceremonies. These ceremonies, mostly life-cycle ones, occur regularly in
every household and involve considerable mobilisation of labour and resources to
provide not only the elaborate offorings required but appropriate hospitatity to the
human guests. In the current economic climato, those stagod by the more affluent
sector of the camm 'niqr are becoming incroasingly otaborate while tho labour available
through traditional avenues ofpatron-client ties is decreasing. PD concoived the idea
of providing more comprehensive services for such ceremonies.

Passing his house one day in the wet season of lgg4 l was somewhattaken
aback to seo a mountain of sparkling new white plastic chairs stacked in tho muddy
street. He had just borrowed Rp.5m. from the Bank RI x 1.S%lmonthover 3 yoars arrd
bought 200 of them at Rp.12,0O0 each as well as various other items of catering
equipment and was constructing a shed a few doors up the road for storing it all. His
fust major job was a tooth-filing ceremony at tho home of a major figure in the tourist
industry who had more money than time for organising such things. At this stage PD
would rush home from school at mid&y, collect a hired truck and spend the aftornoons
*6 eysnings delivoring and collocting his equipment.

By 1996 he was employing a young man who had been chronically under-
employed for years and others on a part-time basis. He was now providing a full
catering service, run by his wife from their home kitchen as well as hire of his
equipment and his clientele were spread over I wide area. In addition to private
functions he was supplying daily meals to employees in large hotels. As his new clients
all required ritual as well as material services, tho once-casual production ofofferings
by the women of the household had doveloped into a small factory at the back of the
houseyard in which many of their neighbours, male as well as femalo, with taste and
talent for this kind of usually unpaid work aro now gainfully employed.

The original loan had boen repaid and a further Rp.7.5m. borrowed to
renovate his own house incorporating storage and offico space fronting the street. His
next plan was to hire a disusod restaurant in which he could provido a comprehensive
catering service for large-scale functions. His longor-term plan was to keep teaching
until the current loan was paid off and tlen retire to run the business and concentrate
on his neglected religious interests.

This business is built upon the provision of old services in a new way. The

need for catering and ritual production for private ceremonies is a long-established

part of the village economy, traditionally provided through patron-client obtigations

and more egalitarian forms of reciprocity. The scale and standard of such ceremonies

however has escalated simultaneously with a decline in the availability of labour

through the traditional means. PD's business, like MK's, neatly exploits these

changed circumstances by providing a service to those who can afford it and
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employment to others who might otherwise be providing such services free of
charge.

These are but two examples from among my closer associates in llbud.

There are others involving such things as laundry services (and more recently a

laundromat), photocopying and office services, brokerage of land sales. What is

significant about them is frstly that they represent a new sector of economic activity,

ultimately fed by tourist money but providing secondary goods and services to the

emergent consumer class. Secondly they both derive in part from traditional

sectors, using resources from the old village economy to meet needs also defined by

the old economy but utilising the flexibility offered by monetarised exchange in ways

which allow wealth to shift and accumulate in new ways.

Inequalitv and Redistribution.

Another significant aspect of the success of the two entrepleneurs described

above is that both have retained close links with their own communities. MK

provides very competitively-priced meat and rice to his neighbours and assists local

housewives wishing to raise pigs for him. PD provides significant amounts of casual

employment to his neighbours. Both have withdrawn somewhat from their former

involvement in community affairs but continue to make a contribution.

This behaviour is in accord with a communal ethos which emphasises equality

and sharing within the neighbourhood (banjar) and discourages activities which set

one apart from or above one's fellows either economically or in terms of status. The

forms of hereditary hierarchy recognised in this ethos are justified only by the

commitment of the wealthy/powerfrrl to the welfare of the less so by means of

benevolent patronage and redistribution of wealth (Scott 1985:169-183).

There are several well-known cases in Ubud of successful entrepreneurs who

have moved from their ancestral banjar to others, usually ones in which individual

private enterprise is more common. It is commonly accepted and not denied by
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them that the reason for these moves is to escape the resrictions imposed by this

ethos and to be free to pursue their economic advancement unhindered by communal

obligation, some even acknowledging that it is a necessaqr condition for economic

success. There is only one such case in the banjar of MK and pD, a man who, as

well as pursuing private enterprise, has retained an involvement in the affairs of the

community but at the level of a self-appointed middleman between the community

and' the pui. He is explicitly critical of his community, regarding their adherence

to the ethos of equality as an excuse for laziness and backwardness and an obstacle

to their economic advancement. Others in the community are privately critical of
his behaviour and sceptical of his motives. PD explicitly contrasts this man's callous

disregard for less affluent community members with his own concern for them.

The Ghost of Mam

The economic innovations described above and indeed the development of a
new middle class are thought of locally in terms of traditional systems of patronage,

reciprocity and redistribution. I have found it useful, following others (e.g. Hefner

1990:2 but ultimately Polanyi 1944) to describe this process as a transformation of
the local economy. It is clear however, from the point of view of economics or
sociology that we are entering into social science's "long dialogue with the ghost of
Marx" (Wolf 1982:20) about historical process and causation and that the process I
have been describing may be amenable to analysis in terms of a vocabulary of
concepts deriving from Marx.

What I have referred to as the village economy could be understood as a

mode of production and the transformation as an historical process of penetration of
foreign capital and formation of local capital. The ensuing commodification of land

and labour have given rise to new relations of production and exchange. More

specifically we have seen the emergence of an incipient bourgeoisie, a class based

upon control over access to capital assets including land and development finance.
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These have been at the expense of others who have more restricted access to these

resources and who have control only over the resource of their own labour. The

relations of production which previously governed the allocation of this labour to

subsistence tasts and service to feudal lords have been substantially dominated by

new capitalist relations in which this labour has become a commodity selliable on a

market over which they have little control, a process of proletarianisation or class

formation.

This brief and simplified summary would suggest, as does Ingela Gerdin's

(1982) study of Balinese in Lombok that this line of analysis may provide an

appropriate set of tools with which to approach this material. Such an approach may

provide the basis of a future project but my concern here is to pursue other matters

of empirical significance in Ubud. There are however two matters to which a

consideration of Mam draws our attention and which recur as minor themes in the

chapters to come. The first, which has been mentioned already is the development,

through economic change of new forms of inequality based upon differential access

to a new ensemble of key resources. The second, which has not been mentioned,

is the way in which economic change and differential access to resources are

represented in the various kinds of discourse, political, religious or whatever by

which people understand what is going on.

Conclusion

From the examples cited we can see that the transformation of the Ubud

economy consists not of a simple replacement of an agricultural subsistence economy

by a tourism-based commercial one. It is a complex process in which people have

redistributed resources of labour and land between the two in accordance with a

number of factors. These factors range from the most personal, tastes and talents,

hopes and fears, to the most stnrctural, factors emanating from the world @onomy,

national and local govemment, local and regional relations of power and property
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and ritual beliefs and obligations. What I, following others (e.g. Hefner 1990:2 but

ultimately Polanyi 1944) have referred to as an economic transformation lies mostly

at intermediate levels in the form of multiple ongoing decisions and actions aimed

at successful mediation between these factors.

It should be apparent from the above discussion that this transformation has

involved not only overall trends of economic growth and monetarisation but

significant redistribution of wealth between Llbud and other villages and between

individuals and families within Ubud. The mechanisms of this redistribution are to

a degree obvious: control over productive resources, especially prime real-estate,

skill and diligence in development of tourism and other enterprises, access to and

cultivation of strategic economic alliarrcer. the universal tools of economic

advancement are all evident in the present distribution of economic power.

Economic wealth is not however the only factor in the balance of power in Ubud.
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CHAPTER 3

POLMCAL ECONOMY

AND CULTT]RE IN IJBUD

When I returned to Ubud in 1988 it was in the early stages of the most rapid

phase of development. On this visit I met a Javanese artist and social visionary,

Made Kertonegoro, who lived in Ubud and whose work was explicrtly critical of
much of the change going on. He suggested to me that Ubud was in the grip of a
kind of cultural mafia who controlled mainstreet real estate and dictated the

acceptable forms of cultural expression (from which his own were excluded). In a
previous consideration of mostly literary sources I speculated that this agency of
control was in fact a combination of the traditional authority of the puri and an

emergent new wealth derived from small-scale enterprise on the part of peasant

entrepreneurs (MacRae 1992). Examination of the form of this political-economy

was one of the starting points for my field research. My qpeculations prcved to be

essentially correct but only partly so.

The political order of Ubud is less than apparent to the casual observer,

obscured like everything else by the paraphernalia of private enterprise tourism. The

brief history of Bina Wisata related above (Ch.2) however gives some idea of the

new political problems created by the development of tourism, the absence of any

clear single chain of command for regulating development and the multiplicity of
parties involved in the response. These included the puri, the government, LKMD
and certain influential individuals. In this chapter I outline the constellation of these

and other agencies between whose coincident and conflicting concerns the forrr of
events in Ubud is shaped.
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Traditional Village political organisation.

The colonial administration of Bali was undemriften by a scholarly orthodoxy

which reduced Balinese political organisation to a two-tiered model consisting of a

primordial, indigenous layer of "autonomous villags republics" and an imposed layer

of " despotic immigrant aristocracy " (Covamrbias 1 994 : 60 -64,403, Schulte-Nordholt

1996:240, Vickers 1989:89-91). It was the self-proclaimed gift of the Dutch to

unilaterally rid the yillagss of this despotism, replacing it with their own more

benevolent and enlightened rule just as it was their peculiar administrative genius to

achieve this end by the ironic means of reinstating the old aristocracy as indirect

rulers over villages newly stripped of whatever autonomy they may once have had

(Covamrbias 1994:37, Schulte-Nordholt 1996:240-242). The validity of this

orthodoxy has been comprehensively challenged by more recent scholarship @reman

1987, Guermonprez 1990, Ruiter and Schulte-Nordholt 1989, Schulte-Nordholt

1996:24-242) while at an empirical level the colonial experience itself and the

subsequent cataclysms of the second world war, the stnrggle for independence and

the establishment of the Republic of Indonesia drew Bali into power relationships of

greater scope and complexity.

It was at precisely this historical moment that Clifford Geertz (1959:991-2)

proposed a model of Balinese society based not upon an hierarchy of villages and

other greater and lesser political units, but upon the dynamic "intersection" of seven

"planes of social organisation" according to which people's atrairs are ordered.

These planes are: temple affiliations, "common residence" (banjar), the organisation

of agricultural production (subak), " ascribed social status or caste", "kinship ties",

voluntary organisations (sel<chc) and local manifestations of the government

administrative structure.

In this model "the village" assumed by previous studies is dissolved into little

more than an analytically imprecise area of overlap between these planes of

organisation (1959:1001). The unit commonly referred to in other literature as the

village, the desa, is merely the ritual community defined by obligations to a set of
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three temples (Kalryangan Tlga) associated with an area of land. Its administrative

counterpart, the desa dirws, headed by aperbekcl is likewise treated as just one

among seven modes of organisation to which people's lives are subject.

The main virtue of this model is its combination of comprehensiveness with

an ffierent flexibility and it has retained considerable currency, tending to be

modified and adjusted rather than replaced by more recent studies @oon 1977:59-62,

r-ansing 1974:9). Warren (1993:7-23), elaborating points made previously by

Geefiz & Gennz (1975:M), Guermonprez (1990) and Howe (1989:a7-55), focuses

on two points. Firstly the incorporating tendency essential to each of the planes and

the resultant conflict between those (especially banjar and subak) tending toward

local egalitarian solidarity and those ftinship and the state) tending toward more

translocal and heirarchical forms of organisation. Secondly she stresses the

increasing dominance of state organisation in relation to the other planes.

In contemporary Ubud, none of Geertz's seven planes have disappeared

altogether but the economic transformation described above and the incre,asing

involvement of the state in local affairs have resulted in some of them (notably

voluntary associations and agricultural groups) fading into relative marginality,

others (notably those associated with the state) growing in significance and the

emergence of one or more entirely new planes of organisation around the dictates of
capitalist enterprise (e.g. those observed by C. Geruftz himself, 1963:g3-106).

Effective political control in Ubud now emanates from three sources: the economic

power of capitalist enterprise, the formal politico/administrative power of the state

and the traditional authority of the puri. Its peculiar and elusive form lies in the

dynamic interplay and overlap between these thrce sources.
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Ihe Govemment Administrative System.

The village became a small town. It joined the great Republic of trndonosia, and
representatives came from the government to pave the roads, install electricity, and
build clinics and schools. @arling 1992:99)

During the early period of the Indonesian re,public govenrment was highly

centralised and lacked either the administrative apparatus or the political stability for

systematic penetration of local community organisation. One of the great strengths

of Suharto's New Order govemment however has lain in the success with which it

has infiltrated, appropriated and subordinated the humblest levels and remotest

corners of local community organisation (Acciaoli 1985, Tsing 1993). One of the

primary tools of this was a new piece of legislation, the Village Government I-aw

of 1979 (llU 51t979) which comprehensively reformed the relationship between

traditional systems of local self-government and the state. In effect the local

institutions were stripped of their independent authority and given limited and

uniform functions and powers as elements within the framework of the national

administrative hierarchy (Warren 1993:238)t .

Province

Region

District

Village

For discussions
Surpha (1993) and Warren

Propinsi

I 
Gubemur

Kabupaten

I 
Buoati

Kecannatan

Desa

I 
KeOala Desa

Dusutr/.Banjar

Kelurahan

I 
Ke4ala Keh,rahan

Lingkungan

Yepc/d 
DusunlKlian Baniar 

7 
Kepala Linghungan

Figure 3.1 The Indonesian Adminislrative System

of this law and
(L993:238-270) .
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Thus, in Bali the local community associations (banjar) remain in name and

form but in addition to their residual traditional functions such as managing local

civic affairs and especially the cremation of the dead, they now function also as the

lowest level of the national administrative hierarchy, a channel for collection of
information and dissemination of information and instructions originating at higher

levels.

In Ubud this transformation was compounded by its elevation, in 1981, from

the status of an ordinary village (desa) to that of l<cluralnn This represents a further

shift of control out of local hands toward the state in that the heads (lurah) of these

units are no longer elected representatives of the local but civil servants appointed

from above and their finances are centrally controlled (Warren 1993:241). The

lurah of Ubud is based in a small office in the centre of town and has a staff of six

officials dealing with matters formally divided into the following sections

"government, economy and development, public wellbeing, finances and general".

In practice however the business of this office consists mostly of disseminating

Figure 3.2 A Typical Rural Bale Banjar (community [dt)
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instnrctions from above tbrough the network of banjar. The componert banjar of

lceluralwt are similarly further restricted in that their heads, although still local

people are also appointed rather than elected.

IO I1OUNTAINS

\--------
PAYANi'5Ahl

KEDEWATAN
I

i.--

snJnN

Fig 3.3 Map of Kocamatan ubud (Stats LJbud 1991)

In addition to its 13 constituent banjar and its status as kclurolwn, Ubud is

also the centre of a l<ccanwtut, the unit of the next level of the hierarchy, 
" 

cluster

of villages centred in most cases upon what were once minor court centres. Headed

by a cannt who is also an appointed civil seruant, this unit has a substantial office

located until 1994, to the immense chagrin of staff and visitors alike, behind the

ever-growing market and accessible on major market days only via crowded
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pathways between stalls of cheap plastic footwear and newly killed meat. It has since

been relocated to a new office prominently located in the main street with a staff of
over twenty, divided into five sections nominally administering aqpects of local

affairs ranging from the issuing of permits to public cleanliness and envircnment.

In effect however the lcecamntan functions largely as a link between lower level

administrative units based, even to a degree n lrcluralwt, on local communities and

higher levels in which the departmental stnrcture of the state is dominant and at

which real decision-making power begins to agglomerate.

The first of these is the kabupaen which consists formally of the lowest,

district-level offices of all major government departments duplicated (in a manner

no less bewildering to locals than to foreigners) as branches of both central

government (KanwiD and of Provincial Government (Dinas). The liatter are

governed by a local representative council (DPRD tr) while the former are

responsible jointly to this and central government. The whole apparatus is presided

over by the office of the bupati, the head of the district.

EULELENG

JEMERANA \ i

Figure 3.3 Map of Bali showing Kabupaten
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Despite this appearance of diffrrsion, real power in the lrabupaen is n
practice highly centralised in the penon of the bupati who is reqponsible directly to

the provincial governor who is in turn reqponsible to the President. Bupai are, like

canufi and lurah, professional civil servants and are appointed by the governor.

They are however, at least in Bali usually local people with some claim to local

status and knowledge. IJbud falls, along with 6 other lcccanntan, within the

kabupaten of Gianyar, a town several kilometres to the east which was historically

the seat of the paramount kingdom of the area, to whom the ruler of Ubud was (at

least nominally) subordinate. \\e bupati of the early republican era were in fact

members of the royal house of Gianyar followed by a transition period in the 1960s

during which one bupati of PKI persuasion died at his post and two commoners

succeeded him. Since 1983 however, deqpite an ideology that the position should

rotate irmong representatives of the seven constituent lcecamatantheposition has been

held consecutively by two members of Rrri LJbud. V/hile this is arguably

coincidental it is widely believed that this represents the dominant role of Llbud in

the economy of the district and the resurgent influence of Puri Ubud in the politics

of the area. We shall return to these coincidences after first considering some of the

ways in which this complex administrative structure manifests itself in ubud.

Ihe bureaucracy in Action

Despite their apparent importance in the formal hierarchy the cannt and lurah

and their offices have little real influence on the affairs of lJbud, serving mainly as

channels along which information is collected and instructions flow in opposite

directions between the state and the real local communities at banjar level. The real

effect of the state is more apparrent in its functions of development planning and

revenue collection.
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Development Plannin$.

Indonesian national planning has until recently been oriented (at least

nominally) toward the priorities of the elimination of gross poverty and economic

development of the most basic material kind. Because of the development of tourism

Bali has become something of a special case in which general development planning

proceeds side-by-side with more specialised tourism planning. Picard (1990:39-a0)

has described the early phase of planning of tourism in Bali. One of the primary

tools of this planning was the designation of qpatial zones in which tourism

development was to be encouraged with the implication that other areas were to be

protected from it.

The initial recommendation of the SCETO report n 1972 was that tourism

be contained south of the Kuta/Sanur isthmus (Maurer and Ziegler 1988:29). This

was never systematically enforced and while most formal development did occur in
this area, tourists went also to other parts of the island including Ubud where the

local response was development of a less formal kind than that envisaged by the

planners. This fairly Inissez faire approach to the spatial planning of tourism

continued until the late 1980s when the laws relating to spatial planning (R(.llIR :
Rencarn Umwn Tata knng) were comprehensively reformed. Amongst this reform

was the establishment of a system of fifteen tourism zones (trawasan paiwisaa) n
which tourism development was to be allowed subject to obtaining the eight or more

necessary permits from various departments at lcabupaten level.

Planning at provincial and lcabupaten level is co-ordinated by Development

Planning Bodies (Bodan Perencanaan pembangurwn Dacrah : BAppEDA) which

collect and analyse data relevant to development and prepare reports for the heads

(Governor and Bupati respectively) of the areas involved. Decisions are made

nominally by the representative councils but in effect by the Governor and Bapai.
Actual development programmes are carried out by the local offices of the

appropriate departments, of which public works (petccrjaan umrnn : ptD is
responsible for physical infrastructure works.
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One of the lcawasan pariwisata consists of a group of villages centred on

IIbud. In 1993 the law was revised to include a further seven lawasan and the Ubud

lawasan was itself expanded somewhat. Planning maps for IJbud prepared for

kobupaten government by the Department of Public Works (Pel<crjaan Umum) n
1989 and 199211993 show vast areas designated for hotels and other tourism

facilities as well as substantially expanded road, drainage and water supply

networks2.

These legislative changes coincided with the period of greatest growth of

tourism in Llbud and have had a number of effects. Firstly by clearly designating

areas for tourism development, they have facilitated the rapid development of

tourism facilities, especially those of a more formal kind in Ubud. The fonnal and

anonymous bureaucratic nature of the process theoretically places all Indonesian

citizens on an equal footing. In practice however it favours those with the various

resources required to negotiate the complex and expensive pennitting processes,

regardless of their origins and status in Llbud. In other words it effectively favours

well-connected and well-heeled entre,preneurs from anywhere in Indonesia over local

residents seeking to establish small businesses.

This control over development and access to resources is one side of the

government's two-pronged approach to tourism development. The other is collection

of revenue.

Ttre relevant pieces of legislation regarding Kawasan Pariwisata are
Keputusan Guburnur Kepala Daerah Tk.I Bali No. 15 Th. 1988 tentang Kawasan
Pariwisata and Keputuean No. 528 Ttr. 1993. Regarding Spatial Planning
generally the key legislation is Peraturan Daerah Propinsi Daerah Tk I BaIi
No.6 Th 1989 tentang Rencana Umum Tata Ruang, known generally as RtIrR. The
planning maps referred to are entitled Rencana Umum Tata Ruang Ibukota
Keqamatan dan Kawasan Pariwisata (ttbud) and were produced by Pemerintah
Kabupaten Daerah Tk II Gianyar and Badan Perencanaaan Pembangxrnan Daerah Tk
II Gianyar (BAPPEDA) in co-operation with Departemen Pekerjaan Umum Kantor
wilayah Propinsi BaIi L989 and similar maps entitled Rencana Detail Tata Ruang
Kota Ubud, L993/L993.
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Government Revenues.

The main form of taxation in Llbud was, until very recently , a tax levied on

productive agricultural land. This was the residue of the onerous complex of taxes

levied by the Dutch colonial regime who in turn adapted it from the taxes levied by

pre-colonial rulers on agricultural production. By the 1960s it was levied at a rate

according to the productive capacity of the tand in question and seems not to have

been regarded as a great burden at this time.

In 1985 the base of the system was changed from productive capacity to

market value of land. With the dramatic escalation of land values over the past

decade, the actual amounts of tax owed on land has increased correspondingly. In
many cases, especially those of agricultural land, the value of the productive capacity

of the land has not kept pace with the increase in market values and thus tax. This

pattern has been exacerbated by two further factors. The first of these was the

reclassification in 1993 of much of central Ubud as "urban" (tanahperlcotau) nther
than "rural" land (tanah pedesann). Urban land is valued more highly, taxed at a

higher rate and the tax is applied also to the value of buildings on the land. The

second is the current system of land registration under which residential land (tamh
pelarangan desa) of which ultimate ownership was traditionally vested in the village

is being progressively converted to private ownership and is now subject to national

rather than customary law (adat) and thus also attracts tax for the first time.

The result of all these changes is, from the point of view of local people, that

a previously innocuous tax has suddenly become a substantial burden (Rp.100,000 -

Rp.300,000 annually for average houseyards in Ubud, the latter figure being

equivalent to a mid-ranking public senrant's monthly wage). Needless to say those

with smaller incomes or less involvement in the cash economy are disproportionately

burdened.

My friend PT (see ch.2) arrived at our local warung on the evening of 13 June 1996
not quite his usual unruffled self. He had just received a letter from the tax office
demanding his annual PBB ofRp.l15,000 for his houseyard. He cennot afford to pay
because it is out ofproportion to the cash component ofhis housohold economy which
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is based almost entirely upon production for subsistenco use nrther than for cash
exchange. What he objects to particularly is that, unlike the tax on his ricefiolds which
is based upon their productivity, this tax is based upon tho maf,ket value (nilai jual) of
land which is fff him not a saleable comnodity but an ancestral inheritanco and a place
for his family to livo. He is baffled and angry but doesn't know what he can do about
it.

From the point of view of the govemment the changes to this tax (known as Pajak

Bumi dnn Bangurwn - hnd and Buildings Tax and abbrevrated PBB) have enabled

them to reap a rich indirect harvest of the tourist boom via the escalation of land

values rising from less than Rp.2 million in 1989 to over Rp.46 million n 199213

(figures supplied by Gianyar District Tax Office).

The government has also targeted the tourist cashflow more direcfly with a

"development tax" (Pajak Pembangunan 1, abbreviated PBI) on the gross takings of

hotels and restaurants. This began in 1989 at rates of 5% for hotels and I0% for

restaurants but was increased n 1994 to l0% for each. The amount collected in

Kabupaten @istrict) Gianyar (of which, according to the head of the local Taxation

Office, "90%" came from Kecamatan Ubud) rose from around Rp.80 million in

1989/90 to over Rp.847 million n 199314. Because of the fierce competition among

hotels, eqpecially during the off-season, many drop their profit margins to almost

nothing and there is considerable temptation to obtain competitive advantage by

evading this tax3.

There are other less onerous taxes. Income tax is levied at relatively low

rates (around l0% on a teacher's Rp. 300,000/month salary) but collection is still

unsystematic outside the urban centres and in practice it is collected only from those

on government or company payrolls. A "Business tax" (Pajak Pennalw) of
(supposedly) 15% of net prcfits is (supposedly) paid by registered businesses.

The Rp.5000 registration fee paid to the police for each of the 62 thousand

tourists accommodated in 1991 is not strictly a tax but amounts to another Rp. 310

'. On 3 January L994, Bali PoEt reported that eight
hotels in Ubud, including some owned by verlr prominent
community, had been issued with 'rwarningstt (peringatan)
(mengelapkan) their PBl records. In 1996 the goverrunent
congratulatory Lists of t'top t,arq)ayerstt in newspapers (e.9.
L996) and on public hoardings.

restaurants and
members of the
for ttobscuringil

began publishing
Bali Post 27 Ntay
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million flowing via the local economy into the public purse. As a flat fee it impacts

more heavily on smaller businesses charging lower nightly rates. In addition to
these taxes and fees the government collects rentals from the market which is
govemment property. The new market building recently built in Ubud has some 20

shops let on 20 year leases for Rp.50 million each. Shopholders in the old market

pay much smaller leases and stallholders pay small daily rentals. Entry fees are also

collected from visitors to official tourist attractions (objek wisata) of which the only

one in lIbud is the Monkey Forest.

This inventory of revenues is not exhaustive and even those listed are

collected by a bewildering number of different agencies from which systematic totals

are almost impossible to obtain. Some approximations are possible nevertheless.

over the years 1993-1996 the following totals were collected from Ubud:

Table 3.1 Taxes collected from Ubud.
1992-1997.

Period Area

1995-6 Kecamatan
19954 Kelurahan
1992-3 Kecamatan
19954 Kecamatan
1996-7 Kecamatan
1996-7 Kecamatan
1996-7 Kecamatan
L995 Kecamatan

Tax type

PBB (Rural)
PBB (Urban)
PBB (Urban)
PBl
bicycle tax (targeQ
radio tax (target)
market revenues (target)
visitor registration fees

Amount @p.)

73,447,191,
55,227,6W.
46,151,54p..

2,790,594,660.
2,fi)o,000.
2,300,000.

165,500,000.
350,365.

Source: Figures provided by the Gianyar om""s of tn" To D"p"rt-*t 1oi"",
Pendapatan), Kecamatan Ubud and the subdistrict porice Station.

What is apparent from these totals is flrstly that PBl, the direct tax on the

primary tourism opefiltions of hotels and restaurants, is by far the largest component

of the tax income from Ubud. This is revenue unequivocally above and beyond that

which would be collected from any district economy not based upon tourism.
Although I do not have figures for business tax, it seems likely that, levied at a tate
(1570) greater than PBl, on other tourism opemtions such as shops, car rental

agencies and tour operators, it may also be a significant revenue. The fact that
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revenue from the trade in the market alone far exceeds that from land taxes tends to

confirm this qpeculation. The fact that tax on a small area of urban land is not much

less than that on a large areia of rural land

indicates the discrepancy in their values. The fact that the urban land tru( collected

in Kelurahan Ubud in 1995-6 exceeds that collected in the entire lcccantatanin L992-

3 reflects both the increase in values over the three-year perid between them and

the concentration of high-value urban land in the central kcluralnn.

Government Ex[pnditure on development.

While the complaint of people who benefit least from the tourist economy is

that land taxes are too high, the recurrent lament of the hoteUrestaurant industry as

a whole is that PBI is too high, eqpecially when combined with a complex of other

fixed percentage fees built into their prices. In Ubud there is a more qpecific

perception that they are generating a lot of income for the government and getting

very little in return. This perception was particularly marked rn L994 when pubic

roads were in a state of collapse and other basic infrastructurc work was long

overdue while large amounts were being qpent on such works in the district seat of
government, Gianyar.

The theory of PBl is that it is in fact a development tax levied for precisely

this purpose and the proceeds are sul4)osed to be distributed as follows: 64.8%

retained by the lcabupaten for local development projects, 9% used for the salaries

of the field employees who collect it, l0% to central (Indonesian) govenrment and

16.2% to provincial (Bali) governmenta.

The bulk of government qpending in IJbud consist firstly of salaries of public

servants in the various offices, secondly of funds channelled through the kccCIrwtan

This
provided by
Gianyar.

ttreory, tshe
the staff of

figures and much of my knowledge of taxation
the District Tax Office (Dinas pendapatan)

wa6
in
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office for routine projects ranging from office stationery to repairs to school

buildings and contributions to rebuilding of temples and thirdly of major

infrastnrcture projects undertaken by the Department of Rrblic Works. The first two

are relatively minor and are paid for out of general revenues.

Expenditures on routine projects and general (non PBl) revenues in

Kecamatan Ubud over the years 1991-t996 were:

Table3.2 Governmont Expondituro and Revenues.
Ubud 1991-1996

Year

l99t-2
19934
1995-6

Expendihrres

87,940,000
158,296,553
377,724,000

Revenues

Rp.

Rp.
Rp. Rp. 303,247,190 (approx.)

Source: Kantor Camat. Ubud.

These figures suggest a general order of equivalence between revenues collected and

expenditures.

The third category of projects are (presumably) what &.8% of PBI funds are

intended for and they were up till L994 very low but in 1995-6 there was a series of
major projects which began with the constnrction of a new Kecamatan office

followed by systematic upgrading of roads, footpaths, water supply and drainage all

around the tourist centre of Ubud which went some way toward meeting local

concems about the perceived gap between what the government was taking out of
and putting into the local economy.

The incompleteness of these figures signals a need for further research in this

area but the points I am attempting to make with them arre qualitative ones. The

flrst is the magnitude of government revenue from IIbud and hence the government's

intense interest in managing the course of development in the area. The second is

the local perception of helplessness in the face of a regime of management which is

increasingly moving further out of their hands and is not perceived as necessarily

devoted to the best interests of the region. There is therefore considerable interest
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Figure 3.4 Public Works: Ubud market 1994
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among certain sectors of the local community in both retaining what local control is

The State-local interface.

Carol Warren's (1993) study of the relationship between local communities

and the Indonesian state, based substantially on fieldwork (during the 1980s) within

the l<Bcamntan and l<awasan pariwisata of Ubud, provides a bottom-up view of the

relationship derived from a primary focus on the role of the banjar. While baniar

remain important fora of local opinion in Ubud, its politics are now dominated by

higher stakes and bigger players. The local opinion manifest at the level of the

banjar is increasingly marginalised on one side by increased direct government

control and on the other by the influence of bigger local players; the puri with power

based in tradition, ownership of land and limited tourism resources and a tnuveau-

riche with power derived from their control over tourism resources.

The history of Bina Wisata recorded above suggests its foundations in an

efliance between the traditional precedence of the purt and those with hands-on

experience of tourism. Its subsequent troubles, which have not been recorded in
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detail, reflect a predictable story of competing factions,

one of which is that between purt and nouveau-riche.

reproduced in LKMD, the organisation into which

divided along several lines

These lines of division are

Bina Wisata was finally

subsumed.
KETUA UlvlUM

KETUA I

KETUA N

CO-ORDINATION RESPONSIBILITIES

KETUA U]VTUA,I KETUA I KETUA II

l. Religion 5. Environment 10. PKK

2.P4 6. Development, Economv, and

3. Security Co-operatives

4. Education and 7. Health and Family Planning

Information 8. Youth Sport and Art

9. Social Welfare

Figure 3.5 LKMD Structure (Warren 1993:243)

LKMD is a council providing advice and representation of public opinion to

the lurah rather than having any direct executive power. It consists of ten sections

(sel<si), effectively sub-committees reflecting a ministry-like division of government*

defined areas of community concern. Each consists of a chairperson, secretary and

one or more members elected for a period of five years by nomination by banjar and

public vote. The members of these committees tend to be people either qualified or

interested in the areas involved and range across the spectrum from the prominent

and wealthy to the relatively obscure. Appointment at this level, ltke banjar

SECRETARY
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leadership, serues for some as a form of public service, for others as a stepping-

stone into local politics.

TIrc selesi are presided over by two chairpersons, one male, one female,

assisted by pairs of secretaries and treasurers. The chairpersons during 1990-5 were

a schoolteacher with tourism interests and a senior wife of the puri. I-KMD also has

a group of advisors (penaselnt), supposedly chosen for their expertise in the areas

involved. In 1990-5 there were eight of these of which five were from the puri,

three were prominent and wealthy tourism operators.

LKMD is neither a highly visible nor, I suqpect a highly effective factor in

local government (Warren 1993:242-244). The one area in which it has been

notably effective in Ubud is its use of Bina Wisata as a tool for diverting a portion

of tourism revenues toward provision of public services such as tree-planting,

serurity, street lighting and rubbish collection. The leadership of Bina Wisata is

similarly divided between tourism and puri representation and it is this consistent

pattern which defines the main power blocks in contemporary Ubud.

The hri

On either side of the uphill-east corner of the main crossroads run long, high

rcd brick walls, punctuated by gnnd archways. Behind these walls is a large tree-

shaded courtyard containing several pavilions in which musical instruments are

stored. Tourists use this courtyard as a convenient and pleasant resting place while

locals walk through it en route to its inner gateways beyond which Eesthe puri, the

palace, or more correctly palaces of the royal families of Ubud, the core (patri-)

lineages descended from precolonial rulers. The term puri refers, like the English

term "palace", to the building, the dynasty and the familt'.

For a description of the kinship basis of Balinese puri see C. Geertz
(1980:25-33) and for oLher aspects of their traditional organisation (1980:34-
44). For a genealogy of Puri Ubud see Appendix 5.
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There are in fact a number of other lesser puri arrarryed in more or less

concentric fings around the main one (Puri Saren). These are the homes of various

branches from the main lineage (see Appendix 6). In certain contexts these zub-pzn

act as a more or less unified block, in others the divisions between them are more

apparent.

The central puri, Puri Saren is the home of the nominal 'king" of Ubud, the

eldest son of the previous king, Ck. Agung Sukawati, who was himself a senior son

of an earlier king who steered Ubud to prominence in the late nineteenth century.

Puri Saren has, since the late 1940s, let rooms in its outer courtyards to tourists.

Its present head also owns a hotel and restaurant in Campuan as well as having an

interest in a whitewater rafting business on the Ayung River some kilometres to the

west. He also holds prominent positions in a number of local organisations including

Bina Wisata. His younger brothers are both practising professionals and one of them

is responsible for the first international resort hotel in Ubud. The members of Puri

Saren also own a large amount of prime central Ubud real estate as well as

substantial areas of agricultural land in surrounding areas.

Figure 3.6 Puri Ubud
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500 M.
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Figure 3.7 Map of lJbud Puri

l.Entry courtyard
2.Puri Saren

3.Puri Saronkauh
4.Puri Saronlcangin

5.Puri Kantor
6.Puri Anyar

7.Puri MertaSari
8.Puri Klodan
9. Puri Muwa

lO.Puri Menara (Mas)
ll.Puri Mutiara

|2.Puri Mumbul (Irdtunduh)
l3.Puri Saraswati

l4.Merajan Agung
15 Puri Klodan (Mengv/i)

16.Gria Alangkajong
l7.Puri Lempad

18.Pura Dosa

l9.Wantilan
20.Market

2l.Pekandelan
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Immediately to the west is Puri Sarenkauh, the home of the uncle and

brother-in-law of the head of Puri Saren, and traditionally the advisor to the king.

The present head of Puri Sarenkauh has concentrated on matters of tradition rather

than modernity. He is the formal head (bendesa adat) of the customary and religious

affairs of Ubud as well as acting as an advisor on religious matters to many groups

both in Ubud and further afield. He also a generous sponsor of religious and

cultural developments throughout the district. Although one of his wives runs one

of the classiest restaurants in town and a small hotel, he has tended to finance his

philanthropy as well as some rather luxurious tastes in personal consumption by

selling off his extensive hereditary landholdings. This is seen by his critics as

ultimately unsustainable but he has recently reversed this trend by (so it is said)

concluding a lucrative joint-venture deal with an international hotel chain for
constnrction of an elaborate resort on a piece of beautiful but relatively unproductive

land west of Ubud after retaining the deposit paid in a previous failed purchase bid

for the same land.

The eastern portion of the puri saren complex is occupied by puri

Sarenkangin, itself divided into upper and lower portions. This is generally

recognised to be the original part of the puri and its present marginalised position

and iconoclastic views are the source of some of the divisions within the puri. The

upper portion is neither wealthy nor influential but cliaims a hereditary qpiritual

precedence. The senior males of the lower portion have sought advancement in
political spheres wider than Llbud. One of them, formerly a senior army officer,

also caused something of a scandal by converting to Catholicism while his nephew

has risen through the ranks of the civil service and is now head (bupan) of the

district of Gianyar exercising govemmental jurisdiction over his senior relatives in
Puri Saren.

Immediately west of the Puri Saren complex is Puri Kantor, itself a large

complex named for its constnrction, during the colonial period, as were the pui of
several aristocratic civil servants of the time, in a style derived from the Dutch office

buildings of the period. It was built by Cokorda (ck.) Gede Raka Sukawari, who
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was educated by and oriented toward the Dutch, head of the puri during the 1920s

but who left Ubud to pursue a career in national pottics during the 1930s. He is

remembered with little affection on the national stage for his anti-Republican

sympathies, within the purt for his self-interested manipulation of the division of his

fathers inheritance, ffid amongst the people of Ubud for his less than charitable

administration of his vast landholdings among other qualities. Since his death his

also vast inheritance has been greatly divided and his descendants have diqplayed so

little acumen in its deployment such that they are now neither wealthy nor

influential.

The blocks uphill and downhill-west of Puri Saren are occupied by a number

of minorpun, offshoots mostly of Puri Saren. One of these, hrri Mertasari, is the

home of the previous bupati and a present senior academic. Further downhill is hrri

Muwa (muwa means "new" which is also the name of the block of ricefields among

which it was built), a branch of Puri Sarenkauh with extensive landholdings and a

tradition of scholarship, business acumen and dissent against the hegemony of their

semor puri. o/cher pun, Mas/Menara and Mumbul are the homes of male lines from

other purt who have married into the Ubud families. Both of these utilise their

prime street front locations for rcstaurants, the former being converted at the time

of writing into a shopping complex reputed to include IJbud's frst McDonalds

restaurant (Rucina Ballinger, personal communication). Finally, at the bottom of the

hill, perched above the river in Campuan, is the home and hotel of the younger

brother of the head of Puri Sarenkauh, il artist and lover of art and traditional

culture who is married to an Australian and has lived for long periods there. He is

involved in the museums of tlbud and has recently converted the modest bungalows

on his property into a luxury boutique hotel.

No one puri holds anything like a monopoly on wealth or political power in

Ubud and even when they act collectively they are not clearly dominant in either

field. They do however hold a wide portfolio of resources of which their

landholdings and traditional status most differentiate their position from that of

government and the nouveau-riche.
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Morning Audience at Puri Sarenkauh

Before about 8 a.m. the streets of Ubud are free of tourists and the market is
in full swing. The outer courtyard of the pui is cool, quiet and empty apart from an
old retainer sweeping up leaves. In the next courtyard the sun is alrcady warm and on
the verandahs ofthe pavilions renled to tourists, the antique tables are set for brealdast.
Through another gat€way it is shady and cool again but crowded, busy and full of the
voices of brightly coloured birds in beautiful bamboo cages. The central pavilion,
encrust€d with gold-leaf and floating over a dark pool in which huge goldfish move
lazily, is empty but the rest of the yard is full of people, mostly men in formal attire
of sarong and headcloth, some alone but most in groups sitti4g on steps and squatting
in corners. Female servants move among them distributing cups of strong sweet black
coffee.

I have come to seek audience wittr the cokorda and I have to uke my place
among all the others doing the same. As often as not I give up before my nrrn has
come but it is a good place to meet people and find out what is goiqg on. I see a
couple ofmy banjar neighbours, having a meal before loading a pig and a sack ofrice
to take to a cremation at a distant village on behalf of tlrc pui. A famous artist waits
with a group from his village near Ubud to ask the cokorda for help in renovating their
barong. He is himself a wealthy and influential man, why does he need to ask for help
from the pui? Because the people believe rn the kesaktian (magical power) of the purt
and that if they are involved some of this power will be fiansferred to their barong.
On the other side of the courtyard is an old priest from a mountain village called Taro
who is seeking a place for one of his children to live and work at the pui and go to
school in [Jbud. One figure is dressed in the khaki uniform of a civil servant. He is
the lurah, coming for his routine chat about local administative priorities. He talces
his place in the crowd: here all are equal before the majesty of the raja.

Eventually the cokorda emerges from his private quarters, dressed oday in
sarong and casual shirt. He wanders distractedly among the petitioners, nodding his
approval of a gold ring which a craftsman has brought, telli4g people from distant
villages to go to ttre kirchen for food, then calls suddenly for coffee, ascends the steps
to the floating pavilion and motions to a group who come and arrange themselves on
the steps immediately below him.

The nouveaa-riche

Social and economic inequality in pre-tourist Ubud was largely a function of
proximity to the puri wlth ownership of ricefields, participation in trade and

historical association with Dutch and other foreigners as secondary factors. Since

the 1970s however a nrmber of families have amassed levels of material wealth and,

now in the second generation, education which have enabled them to transcend these
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limitations and rival the puri in their social and political influence. The range of

their backgrounds, success stories and present political affiliations are perhaps best

illustrated by some brief family portraitso.

A subsantial portion of the main street of Ubud is now occupied by a series of shops
and restaurants owned by four brothers. Previously it was a river gorge good only for
growing banana trees. Their father, who worked for a Durch resident before the war
and later as a minor civil servant held political sympalhios which reduced his family's
opportunities for advancement in many areas. In the 1960s his eldest son began, like
many others hawking woodcarvings on tho stroots. During the 1970s two of them
opened an artshop on the main street solling works collected from carvers in Ubud and
surrounding villages. At some point they developed a connection with a Spanish
importer and established an extronely lucrative export trade. One of tho sons married
an Australian and together they opened a restaunnt which set new standards of cuisino
and price. Since then the family has oxpandod into a general storo, bakory and
homowares. Although privately exprossing sentimonts less than monarchist they are
prominent in work withthe puri, especially on matters of ritual and templo renovations.

At the othor end of town a substantial chunk of road frontage is occupied by the various
businessos of another family of four brothers who havo risen to prominence over the
past two decades. The two eldest, both prominent figures in the anti-Durch resistance,
established businesses before the tourist era, including the first artshop, truck and bus
seryices. Since then they have added a hardwaro and building supplies shop and sorvice
station and photocopying service. The son of their younger brother spent his earlior
years on oil rigs in Kalirnantan where the family now also has extensive interests,
roturning to Ubud in the late 1970s to establish a resteurant which has been something
of an institution ever since. His interests now include exports of arts, crafts and
furniture as well as building supplies, trucking and passenger transport. He was doeply
involvod in the early &ys of Bina Wisata as well as LKMD and was for a time
chairman of the local Hotels and Restaurants Association. This family does not chooso

to involve itself in pnn-sponsorod projects.

I-ocated midway between these two is anothor famous restaurant, founded as a modest
warung (food statl) for tourists by a bwinessman of aristocratic descent on his roturn
to Ubud a^fter several decades in other parts of Indonesia. It has grown into a rostaurant .

and bar of some elegance, now run by one of his sons while the other is in charge of
the tourist agency and bookshop next door. This family are descended from refugees
from an adjacent kingdom vanquished in tho late nineteenth century who were offored
a home and employment by the ruler of Ubud. Althougfi somewhat beholden to the
puri they maintain considerable intellectual and political indopendonce but are not
greatly involved in local politics.

Yet another restauraot-institution, which I remembor in 1977 as a charming bamboo hut
perched precariously above tho river gorge at Campuan, is now a multi-storey structure
of tile-clad concrete. It is owned by an extraordinary woman from a poor family in a

The portraits in this section and the following one on the puri
contain passages which may seem needlessly ambiguous and euphemistic. Ttrey
are deliberately written in this way to convey necessary information without
naming things which shouLd not, be named and thus causing offence to some and
embarrassment or worse to others-
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poor village outside Ubud. She has built the rostaurant up stoadily over the years and
has now extended it into a complex of shops. Her latest husband is Australian and they
travel overseas frequently and incorporate idoas from their trips into their shops.

On the road uphill-evsst of Ubud is a museum of arl, paintings by Balineso and of Bati
by non-Balinose. Its ownor is of the metal-smith caste (pande) from a noarby village,
a non-aristocratic group who have long hold thomselvos apart from subservionce either
to puri or Brahman priests @isemann t!pQ;J6i-8t, Goris 1984:289-299). In his earlier
years he was a schoolteacher and supplemented his income with a small petrol storo.
He became interested in art, oponed a small shop specialising in his fathsr's carvings
and was one of the first to successfully exploit the potential of Barinose art on the
international market. In recent years he has redefinod himself as a connoisseur and
collector rather than a dealer and has discreetly diversified into property invostment and
other low-profilo businessos. He is active in the public life of Ubud, holding imFortant
advisory positions on anything to do with art or financial management and was also
head of the zuccessful 1996 Adipurna ssmmittele. He works with the purt in thew
ventures but he dobs not defer to them in ritual or social contexts.

These vignettes are intended not as a who's-who of llbud society but as a

sample illustrating the range of paths by which people or, more correctly families,

can now rise to positions of wealth and influence in Ubud. This prominence in itself
constitutes something of a threat to the moral authority of the puri and these families

(and other) have responded to this in various ways ranging from public deference

through polite independence to more or less open defiance. The puri for their pan

are at times critical of "ignorant farmers who have come into easy money and

forgotten their place" but seek where possible to incorporate the nouveau-riche into

their sphere of cultural and religious dominance. There is however one further

concentration of economic if not yet political power in Ubud.

Outside Capital

The influx of outside capital since the late 1980s has translated into ownership

of increasing amounts of tourism enterprises by people from outside Ubud. To date

the impact of this ownership has been limited by the preference of local people to
lease rather than sell land especially to outsiders and by the relatively small scale of
their operations. More recently however the scale of the enterprises has begun to

increase, with a local branch of a Denpasar supenniuket opening on the main road
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east of town, the Menara/McDonalds "mini-mall" and the new Sheraton Four

Seasons hotel on the banks of the Ayung west of Llbud, part-owned by the son of a

well-known Jakarta politician.

While none of these owners play any part in the internal politics of Ubud

what is significant is the rights they enjoy independent of local politicat voice. The

mini-mall is proceeding despite the protests of the local community including other

branches of the pun @ucina Ballinger: personal communication), while the Four

Seasons has been able to proceed with construction in defiance of local planning and

environmental controls (Good Weekend 3 May 1997:19, Melody Kemp: personal

communication). These outside capitalist interests fonn the fourth point of a

quadrilateral of powers in which purt and nouveau-rtchc arc at opposite poles on a

local axis and are variously allied and opposed in relation to outside interests which

are in turn both constrained and supported by the power of government.

interests political economlc

translocal

local

government

puri

capital

nouveau-riclu

The contemporary political-economy of Ubud and indeed of Bali, may be

analysed substantially in terms of the dynamics of relationships within this

quadrilateral model. What all four parties have in common is a generalised interest

in economic development. The two translocal agencies share an interest in free

access to the local economy while the two local groups share an interest in retaining

local control. Both local parties however have an interest in forming strategic

alliances with both government and outside capital. Both government and puri lnve

an interest in subordinating economic development to political interests, while both

the outside capitalists and the local nouveaa-riche have an interest in circumventing

such control. The puri have an interest in retaining traditional ideas and practices

which support their position while the position of the nouveau-rtche n relation to the
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puri is served by the weakening of such traditions. Cultuire thus enters our

quadrilateral model (and re-enters our story) as a resource used in the struggle for

control over the course of development by the pui somewhat as the government use

their statutory power and the nouveau-riche and outside capitalists use money.

Before proceeding to consider the place of culture in the dynamics of political

and economic power, it is perhaps timely to illustrate these dynamics and the kinds

of issues which the economic change described in the previous chapter creates, with
a some examples. One is a doleful tale of the fate of local little people caught up

in larger processes beyond their control, the next about petty crime and ethnic

prejudice, and the last about a local controversy which expanded onto a national

scale.

The Ubud night-market

In the days before tourism and electricity, Ubud was enveloped each evening

around seven o'clock by tropical night falling suddenly like a soft, warm, sw@t-

smelling fog. Unless there was a ceremony or urgent business of some kind few

people had either reason or desire to venture out of their houses apart from a handful

of men who might sit talking in temples or a couple of small warung lit by flickering

kerosene lamps at the crossroads. During the 1980s this expanded somewhat into

a cluster of stalls selling a variety of snacks under the dim lights of the market-place.

When I rehrrned in 1993 the unpaved open area to the east of the market,

where the public health centre had been demolished, was the site of a nightly food-

market of the kind common throughout Indonesia: a dozen stalls consisting of long

rickety plastic-covered wooden tables with makeshift roofs and hard wooden benches

served by open-air kitchens in which cools stood sweating over huge woks of rice

and noodles on roaring stoves fuelled by kerosene of doubtfrrl purity hand-pumped

to alarming prcssures. Seasoned to the point of irresistibility with monosodium
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glutamate out of large sacks these were served steaming hot at Rp.1000 per plate.

Iced soft drinlc, excellent beer of Dutch pedigree but Indonesian manufacture, local

brem (ioe wine) and arak (a clear distilled qpfuit)t were also available contributing

to a certain conviviality of atmosphere. Small mobile stalls serving snacks sweet,

savoury and also irrresistible clustered alound the outskirts.

This night-market was the preferred eating place of low-budget travellers but

it became for tourists of all budgets (at least once) an essential experience of

authentic local colour less easily found in the hotels and restaurants. Because the

food served was essentially Indonesian and because of the cosmopolitan conviviality

of the whole scene it also attracted local people, men of all ages seeking casual

sociability of essentially the kind found in temple and warwtg but also couples or

even families seeking an affordable meal. On Saturday nights young people from

An Indian Brahman women who visit,ed Ubud in the late 1940s, a post-
war Eraveller very much in the mould of the pre-war ones Eumnarised succinctly
the aesthetic paradox of arak: it I'smells dreadfuL but taEtes divine"
(1950:2LLl . I am indebted to a contemporary student of the art and ecience of
arak, Diana Darling for drawing thie reference to my attention as weII as
identifying kerosene as what the "dreadful smeLlrr resemblee in an elegant
essay entitled simply nAraktr which has, I suspect, regrettabJ-y yet to find a
publisher -

Frgure 3.8 The night market
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Denpasar came on motorbikes for a night out which was occasionally marred

somewhat by minor outbursts of dnrnkenness and violence.

The proprietors of this eruption of ordinary Indonesian street-life into the

culturally-correct lJbud nights were, in the main, not Ubud locals but small-time

entrepreneurs from other yillagss, some of whom had stalls in other markets also.

The mobile stall operators were from Java and many of the employees were young

men from otherparts of Bali and from Lombok. In short they were people from less

affluent areas seeking to share in the benefits of the tourist boom.

Not surprisingly the Ubud community viewed the night-market with mixed

feelings. Some people welcomed the lively cosmopolitan flavour it brought.

Owners of conventional restaurants however complained that they could not compete

with the night-market stalls which as well as having lower overheads werc not

subject to the same taxes as themselves. The official view, voiced by the chairrran

of LKMD, the Camat and other senior citizens of both the puri and nouveau-riche

origin, was that while they personally had no objection to the night-market the real

issues were health and security: because of the inadequate hygiene standards there

was a danger of sickness from the food prepared there and indeed some cases had

already occurred. A major outbreak would not be good for the image of the kind

of tourism Llbud was attempting to promote. Likewise with the people from out of
town who qlme bringing alcohol and rowdiness: this was not the way things were

done in Llbud and would not reflect well upon the image of cultural tourism. And,

after all they added, most of these people were not even from ubud anyway, they

were simply trying to reap the benefits of all the hard work done by Ubud people

in developing tourism.

This was not the first time nocturnal entertainment had been on the agenda

in Ubud. During the 1980s the public hall (wanrtlnr) on the uphill-west corner of
the main crossroads was converted on Saturday nights into a movie theatre showing

@resumably Indonesian-made) fiLns of indifferent quality but considerable public

appeal. It was decided by the civic leadership, which at this time was still

dominated by the puri, that this was an inappropriate cultural influence, especially
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for young people. The cinema was closed by the simple expedient of pre-hiring the

hall on a long-term basis to the purt who at this point began to qponsor nightly

performances of traditional music/dance/drama for tourists as well as childrens

classes for training a new generation of performers.

In the early 1980s discotheques became a popular form of entertainment in

the beach resorts and in 1985 a qpecial law was passed to regulate their numbers and

activities (Keputusan Gubernur 32711985) and a system of issuing permits was

established. The law makes no provision for discos elsewhere on the island and in

tlbud puri members have claimed reqponsibility for ensuring that no permits have

been issued there.

In early November 1993 nrmours began to go around that the district

(kabupaen) government was soon to start work on a new market building on the

vacant site and people began to speculate about what would become of the night

market. The stallholders were worried but sought to persuade themselves that a new

place would be provided for them. On 8 November, in the middle of the day, two

Javanese labouren employed by a contractor began erecting a bamboo fence along

the road in front of the site. That night there was an air 6f anger and deqperation

at the night-market and again the following morning among the small-traders who

overflowed into this qpace from the main market every third day when the larger

rotating market convened in LJbud. Later that day the official in charge of the

market emerged from a meeting at the lcccanatan office and spoke to the traders,

reassuring them that a space would be provided for them and that they could remain

on the site for another couple of days.

Over the next few days the larger strlls from outside Ubud, seeing the writing

on the wall, left, while those who had nowhere else to go, the smaller, Ubud-based

ones and the mobile stalls, crowded into a dark and dirty corner of the old market.

Several police were on hand on the last day to ensure that the move occurred in an

orderly fashion. This new arrangement was unattractive and indeed almost invisible

to tourists and it quickly reverted to serving a small clientele of less affluent locals.

Within a week or so some of the old stalls began re-appearing in smaller, but more
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pennanent form on rented sites at various points around Ubud. The mobile stalls

however had no-where to go because of existing legislation banning all but a few

licenced ones.

In the weeks that followed there were various rumours that the night market

would re-open and a group of former stall-holders combined to do just this on a new

site a kilometre out of central Ubud. They had cleared the site and begun

construction when they were ordered to stop work by lcabupaten officials on the

grounds that they didn't have the requisite permits. They ignored the officials and

continued work and eventually the bupati himself visited the site and in the ensuing

discussions admitted that part of the problem was that the night-market was bad for
existing restaurants. They continued applying for permits without success and when

I returned to ubud a year later the night-market was no more than a memory.

Thus was a thriving little hub of informal economy sacrificed to protect the

interests of the established tourist industry. This was achieved easily by an atliance

of local business interests and government and justified in the name of the modern

values of hygiene and reqpectability shared by these parties. It is sigfficant that it
was ideas originating in the realm of modern rationality tourism rather than

traditional culture which were invoked in this case. Those diqpossessed were liargely

outsiders whose local allies were not well enough placed in the local matrix of power

and whose capital assets were not sufficient to persuade either govemment or
influential locals to support them. The balance of power does not work out quite

like this every time however.

The Temple Robberies

Shortly after I arrived in mid-1993 I anended a large cromation at a village
noar Ubud. Cromation grounds in Bdi are places of powerfirl atmosphere, ovorhung
with huge waringan (banyan, ficus benjonina) troos and often noar river gorges in
which dwell all manner of nislcala (invisible) beings. This particular one also carried
a sombre reputation as the site of summsry executions of suspected Communists in
1965. In the heat of the afternoon, as the interminable proparations for tho burning
went on and the crowd of foreign sightseers bocame restless and exhausted, there was
a sudden disturbance. People ran, shouting, toward the gorge and a few men started
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down into it. Fear and anger were in the air. I askod what all the fuss was about and
was told there were bad people down in the gorge. What sort of bad people? 'Peoplo
who steal from temples, Orang Jaws'.

During the first half of 1993, there occurred an unprecedented qpate of

robberies of sacred objects stored in temples in the upper reaches of districts

(lcnbupaten) of Bangli and Gianyar. Not only is theft very infrequent in villagss in

this part of Bali and traditionally sanctioned by severe penalties, but theft from the

gods or desecration of their places means pollution of the whole desa. (Covamrbias

1973:64-66) The sense of outrage was profound and contagious and communities

throughout the affected area mounted armed guards on temples. Several people were

caught, allegedly red-handed and severely beaten, in some cases fatally. All

members of the guard stnrck blows thus diqpersing the reqponsibility throughout the

community. The police made (to my knowledge) no arrests and exact figures and

details of either the robberies or the killings remain shrouded in mists of local

discretion.

Wild rumours circuliated: the captured robbers were all orang Jawa. Some

of those captured said, before they died: "You can kill me but for every one you

kill, a hundred more will come". Others had notes to the same effect pinned to

their clothing, or ones saying that they were attacking Hindu temples to avenge some

Balinese affront to Islam.

The terrr orang jawa has a range of meanings from "outsider" in general to

"Javanese" in particular. Both carry the implication of "non-Hindu" and therefore

probably "Muslim". The most common view however was that the objects stolen

were for sale overseas and some people admitted hearing that not all of the men

killed were circumcised and may therefore have been neither Muslim nor Javanese.

Although most of the incidents were in the area immediately uphill from

IJbud, no robberies occurred in local temples. There were however, several better-

recorded instances during this period of more orthodox robberies in Ubud. In one

of these a group of people robbing a gold shop in the Ubud market were caught by

an enraged mob and beaten in the main street and their car destroyed. One died and
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the others were dealt with by the police and the formal justice system heard no case

over the death. The offenders were from Surabaya (in East Java) @ali Post

30.10.1993) Reports of crime generally in Bali Post identify the origins of the

offenders and a lot of those reported during 1993-94 were by East Javanese. (e.g.

Bali Post 22.11.1993).

There is an understandably widespread perception amongst Belinssg sf
themselves as a tiny island of Hinduism in a vast (and potentially hostile) sea of
Islam. This belief takes an extreme form, rarely articulated in public, of a Javanese

Muslim conqpiracy to convert Bali to Islam. (Robinson 1988:18). The government's

policy of encouraging Balinese to transmigrate to other parts of Indonesia while

allowing people from Java and I-ombok free access to Bali are cited as evidence of
this as are the temple robberies. Such fears provide an added incentive to Balinese

to be vigilant in maintenance of their religious traditions as well as fuelling ill-feeling

towards immigrants. While statistics for reported crime do not show a significant

increase over the years since 1981, there is widespread consensus that there has in
fact been an increase in petty theft in (Kelurahan) Ubud over recent years. The vast

majority of this has been in the area south of the main road where the new tourist

development has occurred and where many of the outsiders live. Not surprisingly,

the weight of local suspicion falls on these immigrants and several I have spoken too

perceive themselves to be objects of unwarranted suspicion.

BNR - The Bali Nirwana Resort

It begins with an image: of tiered pagoda-roofs atop a rocky islet on a wild
coastline. You've probably seen it, silhouetted against a gold/red sunset or perhaps

decorated with flags, umbrellas and crowds of colourfrrlly dressed people.

Powerfully evocative of the medieval castles of European romantic imagination, the

image has served the promoters of tourism well in attracting foreign visitors to Bali.
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Figure 3.9 Pura Tanah Lot

Most of these visitors actually get to see the original - a temple known as

Pura Luhur Tanah Lot, for themselves, by the busload, at sunset for a brief hour but

captured forever on thousands of metres of videotape to be replayed days or weeks

later in homes around the world. Soon however. this could be:
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Figure 3.10 Your Home in Bati?
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"Consider the pleasure of living on the magic island. In your own luxury resort
home.... imagine a breathtaking view of famed Tanah Lot Temple, across an 18 hole
golf course bearing the signature of Greg Norman, a Thalassotherapy Spa and
international class Racquet Sports Centre; charactoristic Balineso rico terracos cascading
toward the sea and ono kilometre of spectacular privato beachfront ..."
(Not only this but) "world-class managoment by Aston Hotels and Resorts will assist
you in generating income from the renting of your homo...(which) ... will bo an asset
that grows through the years"
Garuda 1994

The "famed Tanah Iot Temple" is like thousands of others in Bali, a piece

of land set aside for communion between people and the gods who come periodicalty

to visit. It is more important than most because of its mytho-historical connection

with one of the founders of Balinese Hinduism and it is thus one of a dozen or so

temples essential for the health and prosperity of the whole island and its population

- an important node in a Bali-wide grid of spiritual and cultural energy.

Bali Nirwana Resort (BNR) is a plan to tap this energy and irs

obvious aesthetic qualities by using the temple (actually a complex of temples) as the

decorative centrepieceE of a (US$200m) commercial development consisting of a l2l
ha. "culture village" including a 5-star hotel with several hundred rooms (the

published figures vary), several hundred "resort homes" (from uS$2g5,000) and

"luxury villas" (from US$ 87,500), golf course and other recreation facilities.

Most Balinese had never even heard of the project until 17 November 1993

when the Bali Post newspaper reported a press conference in Jakarta a few days

previously at which Aburizal Bakrie, the head of a Jakarta-based business empire

founded upon shipping, announced the project as fait accompli. The land had

already been purchased, "compensation" (ganti rugf) pud to its former owners and

the fust permits were applied for and approved all the way from local to national

levels of Government as far back as June 1991. Work began on site a few days after

the announcement.

parallel to
origin as dining-room

the use of traditional
floor showe in t,he more

dances of more or lesg sacred
up-market hotels.
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Figure 3.11 BNR Site Map

Figure 3.12 The BNR Site, December L993
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There was however, Bakrie assured Balinese, no cause for concern that the

development might interfere with the religious activities of the temple otherwise, "the

permits could never have been issued".

A few days later Bali Post printed an article by a well-known academic and

conservationist of Balinese culture comparing theproject with previous controversial

ones and expressing concern about environmental and social impacts. The letters to

the editor started soon after and by mid-December the issue was dominating the

paper. The overwhelming sentiment expressed was fear that the sanctity of the

temple would be profaned and polluted by such a development and that whatever else

might be for sale in Bali, religious values were not. Many called for the permits to

be cancelled or the project to be moved elsewhere. A minority warned against

emotional over-reactions and asked whether people wanted Bali to return to "the

stone age."

Public figures and intellectuals joined the debate (one of them referring to

the difficulty of praying in a temple next to a discotheque full of ',naked people,,),

but the most determined resistance came from student groups, evoking explicitly

Hindu sentiments. Through all of this the Governor of Bali and Parisada Hindu

Dharma, the official organisation of Balinese religion, both of which had given

their approval to the project, maintained an uncharacteristic silence.

Around the end of December it became known that the Environmental Impact

Report (Amdal) for the project had not been completed. The Governor of Bali still

said nothing, presumably hoping the storm would blow over. It didn't, in fact the

students ste,pped up their demands for a halt to the project and in mid-January the

Society for Balinese Studies, a fonrm of respected intellectuats, local and foreign,

organised a public seminar out of which came a submission to the Provincial House

of Representatives opposing the project and calling for a moratorium on all
development while the basic planning regulations for tourist development were

reviewed in the light of Balinese cultural values.
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By this time experts were questioning the legal status of the project

particularly its proceeding without the Amdal on which all other permits were in

theory dependent. Questions were also asked about the terms on which the land was

acquired. Meanwhile military and political groups close to the government were

warning the public that opposition to the project was the work of communist

agitators. Finally, on 25 January 1994 the Governor could ignore it no longer and

instructed Bakrie to suspend work on site pending consideration of the Amdat and

a bhisama (ruling) from Parisada on whether the project would affect the sanctity

of the temple.

The Amdal, which was performed by a team from the government

univenity in Bali, had in fact already been submitted (on 4lanuary) but has still not

been made public. It is reported that it barely touched upon "social, religious and

cultural aspects". Parisada's bhisanw, dated 25 lanuary but not made public until

2 March was a general statement on the sanctity of sacred places. The most

relevant clause defined different categories of temples surrounded by corresponding

radii of sanctity in which secular development may not take place. It neglected to

specify into which category Tanah I-ot fell but added that this case required further

study. It also noted the symbiotic relationship between tourism and religion/culture

and stressed the necessity for co-operation between the two.

In mid-February President Soeharto placed the responsibility

for resolution of the problem in the hands of the Ministers of Investment, (Sanyoto

Sastrowardoyo) and Tourism (Ioop Ave) and the Provincial Government of Bali. By

this time Bakrie felt sufficiently confident in the future of the project to run double

spread advertisements in Garuda's In-flight magazine. on26 April, Governor Oka

gave a detailed report to Sanyoto which included expression of the opinion that the

proposal was not in conflict with the essence of Parisada's bhisanw. Sanyoto

immediately instructed Bakrie to go ahead with the project subject to clarification

from the Provincial Government as to the precise distance between the buildings and

the temple. In the end the whole controversy was reduced to a maffer of metres.
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On 28 May the Bakrie consortium announced a "gift" of 90 million nrpiah,

the fust of a promised 500 pillisl, to the local branch of Parisada, proof, they

assured the public, of their commitment to maintenance of local culture and religion.

Since then the project has gone ahead, slowly and with problems some of which

resurfaced in media reports (Bali Post 14 August, l,z,4,s,Bseptember L997),of the

"soft opening" of the frst stage of the development on 3 September 1997.

In the months following the BNR controversy a series of other mcga-proyek

financed by non-Balinese capital have gone ahead on fast-track programmes

(Aditjondro 1995). What these projects illustrate is the way in which large outside

capital interests have the various resources necessary to negotiate the bureaucratic

minefield of permit applications, effectively blpassing any forms of local control and

falling back when necessary on support from successively higher levels of
government. They illustrate also several other things.

Firstly, Balinese from all strata of society for the first time since the

beginnings of the new tourism in the 1960s were united in common perception of
tourist development as a threat to their cultural, political and economic integrity.

Secondly, while the process which the Tanah Iot project represented had been going

on for some time, it was the threat to a sacred site of the highest order which

sparked off the reaction. Thirdly while the threat was clearly as much economic and

political as cultural, the local response to it was phrased in the idiom of religion, of
violation of the sanctity of sacred places and by extension of the whole sacred island.

There are in Indonesia good reasons for choosing indirect means by which

to express dissenting political views and religion offers a particularly acceptable

vehicle, appealing as it does to sentiments of religious freedom deeply enshrined in
the national constitutione. Nevertheless it seemed to me that this was more than a

matter of mere prudence: while people understood the political-economy of the

At the height of the Tanah Irot controversy, perhaps coincidentallyin neighbouring Lombok a senior.politician warned ttrl-p*ric-about the dangei'sof political agendas masquerading as religious ones (eafi post 28 .2.L9g4) .
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situation (to varying degrees) it was the idea of possible violation of sacred qpace

which was understood as an assault upon Balinese identity itself.

Fourthly, it was the ordinary people, rather than the big players in our

quadrilateral model who resisted in the name of religion or Balinese identity. The

heart of Balinese culture, more cornmonly invoked by the powerfrrl to whose hearts

the more hierarchical aspects of its ideology are held dear, was in this case

appropriated by the masses as a symbol of common Balineseness and used as a

critical tool as much against certain powerfrrl elements in Balinese society as against

outside political and economic control.

Fifthly, BNR swept away the illusion that anywhere was safe from such

incursions. No such developments have yet occurred in Ubud but they ale

approaching. The conservative position of the puri as a bastion against inappropriate

forms of development is weakening in the face of the rising cost of keeping up

materially with the nouveau-riche, the advantages they enjoy in accessing land and

expediting permitting procedures and offers they can't refuse from developers.

These examples give us some idea of how the political-economies of Bali and

Ilbud work in practice. V/hat is signifrcant in both cases are the cast of main players

and the mutable relationships between them, the relatively powerless place of

ordinary people in the process and the way in which ideas of traditional

culture/religlonladat remain a kind of common property, apparently contrcilled and

used by their official guardians, but still liable to be reclaimed by thepeople in times

of crisis. Political-economy cannot be understood in Bali (if indeed it can be

anywhere else) as a mechanics of material forces apart from the ideas people have

about how things work and what is impotant.
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Culture

"...Do you know what culture is?"
There was a short silence.
"Culture is the way we do things. The tourists do things differently. They have a
different culture - a very poor one, which is why they are so interog&ed in ours....n

@arling 1992297)

We encountered the notion of Balinese culture first in its

commonsense/anthropological form as a kind of shorthand for "the traditional way

of life and values" seen to be threatened by tourism and then as a commodity reified

and packaged for tourist consumption. It reappears now as an entrty of the same

order as economic or political power, a resource to be used in the struggle for
control over the course of development. Whatever culture may be, it is clearly not

something that has been swept away by the tides of tourism, economic development

and general modernisation. Indeed culture, of the most ostensibly traditional kind

appears to have flourished in a sort of symbiotic relationship with tourism and the

social and economic developments which have flowed from it (McKean l9g9).

Michel Picard (1990:9a) characterises the relationship as "... a process

transforming Balinese society from the inside - today tourism has become an integral

part of Balinese culture". While this has been an enormously useful insight in

moving beyond a Newtonian metaphor of social process in which tourism is

implicitly likened to a missile exercising an "impact" upon Balinese culture or
society, I am interested here in moving beyond this formulation in several ways.

Firstly I suspect that the use of the categories tourism and culture places

certain limits upon our ability to understand the relationship between them. When

we call something tourism this enables us to understand something about its

economic and social form in terms of more or less familiar categories derived from

everyday practice and social science. V/hen we call something culture on the other

hand it is, almost by definition not intelligible in the same tenns by which we

understand tourism. Unless we revert to the most limited definitions of culture or
resort to some kind of reductionism which denies its status as culture we have to
make some effort to understand it in the terms of the people it is said to "belong to,'.
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The one, tourism calls for sober analysis in tenns of orthodox social science, the

other, culture for the hermeneutic alchemy by which that known to others is

rendered knowable by us all (C.Geertz 1983:69). A relationship between them is

therefore a relationship between two essentially unlike entities and it is not surprising

that when we attempt to describe it we find ourselves resorting to mechanistic

metaphors which obscure the incompatible natures of the entities involved.

While the problem of culture and tourism may be misconceived it is a sub-

problem of a broader problem less easily resolved. The contemporary situation I am

attempting to understand in Llbud may be analysed in terms of thepolitical-economic

relationships outlined above but only so far. At a certain point ideas we might

broadly characterise as cultural have to be taken into account. The question thus

arises of the relative statuses we accord to different kinds of knowledge about what

is going on.

This relationship, between understandings derived from analysis of material-

like forces such as power and wealth and those based upon the determining force of
(apparently immaterial) culturally encoded knowledge would appear to be, as

Marshall Sahlins (L976:55) points out "...an original founding contradiction between

the poles of which anthropological theory has oscillated since the nineteenth

century... " A number of the most influential theorists of recent decades have placed

the resolution of this "venerable conflict" (1976:55) at the centre of their

deliberations but most have fallen ultimately to one side or the other.

For example, Sahlins himself has laboured consistently and eloquently

(1976,1994) to demonstrate the determining role of culturally specific ideas at the

heart of even the most material endeavours. Pierre Bourdieu, on the other side of

both the Aflantic and the theoretical fence has constructed, via an elaborate adaption

of Mamist and French sociologies, "a general theory of the economics of practice"

(1994:173) n which the cultural, the symbolic and the social are redefined as forms

of "capital" and subsumed "undifferentiated" into the ultimate logic of "eronomic

calculation" (1994:173). While both these approaches address the relationship in

ways which recognise the dialectic inherent in it, each ends up subsuming one term
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into the other. What differs is that they do it in opposite directions and thus

represent two sides of what is essentially the same theoretical coinro.

William Roseberry argues that this oppositional model has been complicated

and reinforced by the conflation of a number of historically distinct oppositions,

evolutionism vs. particularism

science vs. history

explanation vs. interpretation

materialism vs. idealism

Mandsm vs. culhrre

political economy vs. symbolic anthrcpology

but that "mediation is possible if we reject the analogous positioning of the pairs'

(199a:30-33). He uses several recent examples to illustrate (as do Malcus and

Fisher 1986:108) that much anthropological writing actually crosses these boundaries

and he argues that the analogies between them and indeed the oppositions themselves

begin to collapse in the face of ethnographic practice. A common theme in works

which avoid this dilemma is attention to specific historical process which results in

a "materialism" which embraces both the political-economic and the cultural, the

two-way relationship between power and meaning (1994:36)tt.

My own fieldwork experience offers some support to this view. A spatial

pattern of rinral practice and mytho-historical narrative proved to be only partially

amenable to analysis in terms of underlying cultural togics and it was only when I
began to consider it in historical terms that the political-economic processes involved

r0- r am not suggesting here that the totality of either Sah1ins, orB-ourdieu's thought can be reduced to the positions iepresented here. f use
Ef?m aq particularly infLuentiat and provocltive exaq>lEs of opposed posiuionswhich irlustrate my points about th; rheorericar aiihotonv irr:vJrvea. For afurther discuesion of the state of the debate in its mid-rggOs form, EeeMarcus and Fisher (198G).

It is perhaps more
book, history occupies the
economy.

than coincidence that, in the subtitle of hie
central place between culture and political
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became visible. Both political economic process and cultural pattern began to make

sense in relation to each other (see Ch.5). Before proceeding to this material it is
worth reviewing again just what we mean by the concept of "culture' in the

specifically Balinese context.

Cultural Tourism

The formula of cultural tourism developed at the beginning of the tourist era

survived the commercial development of the coastal resorts only in the forms of
government rhetoric and advertising slogans. In Ubud however there was a

commitment on the part of brrlth puri and populace to prevent this happening. This

took the form of the active marketing and development of cultural commodities such

as carving and dance as well as restricting the development of such manifestations

of "foreign" cultur€ such as bars and discos. I also involved a commitment to

reinvesting the proceeds from tourism into ritual.

Tourism in Ubud is built upon the marketing of an image of a traditional

cultural aesthetic consisting of thrree main components: the performing and plastic

arts, religious ceremonial and a background of agricultural landscape. We have

seen that the traditional appearance of this landscape is misleading: the agricultural

sector and indeed the culture of farming have been dramatically transformed. The

arts and ritual on the other hand appear to have flourished under tourism.

Commodification of Culture

In the pre-tourism era, the arts were widely practised but were a means of
livelihood for only a few of exceptional skills. All Balinese arts are conceived of

originally as offerings to the gods, created and performed in the context of temples

and ceremonies. During the nineteenth century they were harnessed, through lavish
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royal patronage to the glorification of rival courts. With the abnrpt loss of this
patronage through the colonial destnrction of the courts, the arts initially declined but
then, at least the performing arts, devolved to the villages where they were eqioying

something of a popular renaissance by the time Colin McPhee frst observed them

in the 1930s (1979:295). The example and influence of Western expatriate artists

and the tastes of tourist consumers are widely believed to have played a part in a

parallel florescence of painting during the same periodr2. In the period preceding

the most recent tourist boom most dancers, musicians, painters and carvers were,

with a few well-known exceptions, part-time and amateur, providing their services

as an offering to the gods and charging only for occasional commissioned

performances or sales to tourists.

With the growth of tourism, painting and carving rapidly became more

lucrative and for many young men, more interesting occupations than farming. By
1990, more than 17% of the worldorce of Kelurahan Ubud were recorded as having

handcrafts or painting as their primary occupation (ubud 1990:ll). Many more

became part-time artists in the agricultural off-seasons. Likewise dance/music

groups performed increasingty for tourist audiences. There are now several nighfly
performances around Ubud. Performers receive a proportion of profits, which

amounted n 1994 to an average of around Rp.5000 per night which for those who
perform several nights a week this provides a significant supplementary income.

Culture, as it is understood in the form of objects and performances, is now

thoroughly commodified in the sense that it is produced qpecifically for exchange as

well as for its original use in ritual. The extent and effect of this commodification

have been the subject of some debate (Greenwood 19g9, McKean 1999).

la A number of
influence and Vickers
indigenous renaissance

Balinese are critical of this enphasis on foreign(forthcoming) provides convincin| evidence of anpredating the influence of the foreigrnera.
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Culture and Adnt

The notion of "culture" (lccbudayoan) is a neologism in Indonesian languages

including Balinese, encapsulating aqpects of traditional practice reified in the form

of the plastic, performing and literary arts and vigorously promoted by government

agencies as sanitised and apolitical representations of local ethnic diversity (Acciaoli

1985, Tsing 1993). What this policy seeks to supplant is a deeper stratum of local

thought and practice known by the Dutch as customary Law (adatrecftr), locally by

a variety of names and generically throughout the archipelago by the Arabic loan-

word adat (Warren 1993:4-5).

Adat consists less of encoded rules let alone philosophies than of customary

practices handed down by the ancestors and for that reason alone is binding upon the

living community. It is also, like the ancestors themselves, essentially local as the

sayings " kn desa, Ien adat" (different village, different adat) and " desa, I<aln, patra"

([according to] place, time and circumstance) attest. rWhile the reasons people give

for their adherence to odnt tend to emphasise obligation to gods and ancestors its

effect, in terms as nearly sociological as ecological, is to bind the living community

simultaneously to the environment upon which they depend for their material

sustenance and the invisible (nislaln) world of gods and ancestors upon whom both

they and the physical environment depend for their well-being.

Indeed James Boon "if pressed to define the central Indonesian notion of adat

in its specifically Balinese context... might say it is dlnrma attached to space"

(1977:100). As well as linking humans to physical space, adat thvs encompasses the

domain more widely known as religion.

Adat and Agama

While adnt is essentially local, the notion of religion (agama) originates in

and refers to larger frames of reference. Balinese (other than those few explicitly
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Christian or Muslim) refer to themselves as Hindu and the adat of every Balinese

village contains an admixture of practices, tertrls, gods and ideas imported from

India. Historically these elements arrived in three main fonns.

The first, during the first millennium AD, appears to have come directly from

India, probably via trade links and its traces may be found in villages of the oldest

@ali Aga) form. The second arrived via the Hinduised kingdoms of East Java

during the first half of the second millennium and became a dominant force in Bali

through the controlling influence of the courts established in Bali by the refugee

aristocracy of Majapahit (Hobart et al 1996:22-36, Lansing 1963: ls-29).

The third is a contemporary movement to rationalise, standardise and

Indianise Balinese religion in the name of Hinduisation (C. G@tu, L973b, Forge

1980). The origins of this movement lie in reform movements of the colonial

period, and a subsequent desire to establish Hinduism as an authentic religion

recognised by the criteria established by the state. This development has to be

understood in the context of Muslim dominance of the state in general and of the

Department of Religion in particular and Islam has in certain reqpects become both

a model in terms of form and an antithesis in terms of content. The movement has

several variants but these are officially led and co-ordinated by Parisada Hindu

Dharma Indonesia (PHDI), the official umbrella organisation of pan-Indonesian

Hinduism (Connor 1996:192-4)which wor*s atthe interfacebetween statepolicy and

local village and temple communities.

Adat and Dinns

Adnt can thus not be simply equated with either culture or religion although

it constitutes the foundation of both in local practice. Likewise with other domains

of practice such as customary law and local political organisation: as one of Hildred

Geertz's informants wistfully recalled '...the scope of adat was (formerly) very

broad since the legal system and the police were not very strong" (1991:1g6).
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The degree to which the puri of precolonial Bali were part of adat or outside

it is the subject of long-standing debate but it is clear that certain practices of

colonial administration conflicted with those of adat and began a process of

weakening, subverting and supplanting the standing of adat as the arbiter of all

things (Hobart et al 1996:203-2W, Robinson 1992:53-60). The main agency of this

process was the establishment of a new set of administrative institutions, known as

dirns (from the Dutch dienst : service) alongside adat ones. These new

institutions, of which the dcsa dinas was the most important, took over local

administrative and decision-making functions formerly controlled by adat. The odat

institutions remained alongside the new dinas ones but this was the beginning of a

progressive restriction of their powers to the local, the apolitical and the immaterial

(Warren 1993:22-23).

This system of dual administration was retained and developed further by the

Indonesian state, ineffectually under the Sukarno regime and with increasing effect

by Suharto's New Order government. The Village Government I-aw of 1979 G.ru

511979) was promulgated as a device to create a uniform and rationalised system of

local government which would facilitate more efficient administration and

development (Warren 1993:238-9). It does not directly address the role of the dcsa

adat (Surpha 1993:33) but a nrling by the Minister of Internal Atrairs in 1984

(Peraturan Menteri Dalam Negeri No.ll Th 1984) specifically clarified the

relationship.

Adat is defined (in clause 1a) as "customs...in accordance with Pancasila"

(the Five Guiding Principles of the nation), while the creation and development of

adat is limited (in clause lb) to that which contributes to national security and

development and does not conflict with the priorities and intentions of any existing

laws. Furthermore (c1.3) such activities "must be directed towards national stability

..in the fields of ideology, politics, economy and socio-culture as well as the field

of security..". Subsequent clauses (4,5,6) place the responsibility for the

conservation and development of approprnte adnt firmly in the hands of local

government offices (c/f Warren 1993:291).
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Surpha (1993:34), a senior stalwart of PHDI and proponent of the role of
rationalised and HinduiseA adat, argues that these clauses only concern the

founding/renewal (pembirwar) of adat rather than its essential status (t<efudulanDbut

they seem to me to place it in a position clearly subordinate to the authority of the

state. A less interested local observer, a "university lecturer n adat law" quoted by

Carol Warren holds no illusions as to the empirical consequences: "The problem

that is disturbing is the eclipsing of adatby dirus. The desa adat isbeing weakened.

The cause is that poyer resides with dirus authorities and the desa adat becomes

invisible" (1993:297).

The interested reader is referred to Warren's study of precisely this

relationship which emphasises the complexities of the situation, the enduring

allegiance to adat and the strength of local resistance to its progressive

encompassment by dinas. My point here is simply that the domain of adnt, once the

artiter of all things in the village is being eroded from all sides by the emergent

domains of dirns, religion, culture as well as modernism in the form of secular

education and the incursion of world economy. This does not mean however that

the corpus of traditional knowledge and practice enshrined n adat has lost its
relevance in contemporary Ubud.

,,{dar, Ritual and Local Knowledge

Most people in Ubud devote an extraordinary amount of time to practices

which might be variously categorised as adat, rehgious or cultural and indeed these

constitute a highly visible part of the public life of Ubud, at once counterposed to

and integrated with tourism. A subsequent chapter (4) is devoted to the cultural

logic and economy of these practices but for the moment suffice it to say that what

they have in common is both the practical intention of effecting ends beneficial to

the individuals and groups performing them and an understanding of earthly and

cosmic reality which informs their practice (Warren 1993:140). The anthropological
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category of "ritual" embraces these dual aspects and it will be used here as a

convenient shorthand for this array of purposive ideology/practicesl3.

While the use of this term from the vocabulary of social science enables us

to address a common dimension obscured by the specific history of local

terminology, it has the effect also of distancing our actual understanding from that

of local ones. This is a further point at which my approach differs from Sahlins, for

whom local understandings are ultimately reducible to stnrctural schemata and

Bourdieu, for whom they are inherently misrepresentative of economic reality. It
seeks also to advance upon that of Roseberry by taking local knowlege not merely

as an object of study but as a way of looking at things capable of casting light not

only upon the things it customarily looks at but upon anthropological knowlege itself.

Selala and Nislala

My use of the anthropological category of ritual attempts to collect elements

of ideology and practice common to the Indonesian categories of culture, religion

and adat. In Balinese usage however there are other terms which we will encounter

in the chapters to follow. Underlying these usages however is a view of reality in

which all the tangible and visible appearances of this world, known as selcnl.a, are

but temporary phenomena conditioned, supported and ultimately dependent upon a

realm known as nislaln, inhabited by cosmic laws, forces and beings (nonnally)

invisible to human eyes, devoid of tangible form in this world but cre,ative of, hidden

within and controlling of the appearances and affairs of this world (Warren

1993:140, Wiener 1995:49-56). What I refer to in the Balinese context as ritual is

13. For a discussion of this approach
from Edmund Leach, see Tambiah (1970:3)
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the entire corpus of practices devoted to regulating the relationship between selwh

and nislalnra.

The rather abstract manner in which selwla/nislwla is formulated here takes

more concrete form in the chapters to follow in which it is juxtaposed and combined

with categories from the lexicon of social science in relation to a range of empirical

ritual, economic and narrative practices. But first, with our tenns somewhat morc

clearly defined, we will return briefly to the relationship between the cultural

phenomena they refer to and the dominant selala phenomenon of Ubud, tourism.

Ritual and Tourism

As we noted previously, religious devotion, the performance of ritual and

care of temples have not only failed to decline with economic development but have,

like the arts enjoyed something of a renaissance. The relationship of this renaissance

of ritual with tourism is however less straightforward than that of the arts. The

obvious explianation is simply that culture is being reified, conserued, and

commodified as a resource for the tourist industry to market and that some of the

retums from tourism are being ploughed back into maintaining the resource.

While this is demonstrably true of the elements isolable under the nrbric

"culture", especially the performing arts, ritual is, with few minor exceptions, not

marketed to tourists in the way the arts are. Nor do temples (again with minor

exceptions) receive any direct financial return from tourismls. The economic

t4- The seka-l,a/nisl<ala model of Balinese thought has to a degree beenappropriated and _ incorporated into a programme of rationa-lisation,standardisation and eanitisaEion by the oepartmLnt of Religion and parisada
Hindu Dharma Indonesia (PHDI) the umbrella-organisation jf pan_rndonesian
Hinduism which eeeks to mediate between state'aganta policy ind tocal adatpractice. Recent york by Hildred Geertz (1991b, ]-99+,-1995t and that of thelate Barbara r.ovric (rggg, Lg87 , L9921 utiLise the t,erm sakt-i, to addresspersuasivery it,s manifestation in the form of magical practices.

15. The excep_tions to nTy claim that ritual is not systemacically marketedto tourists include organised tours to cremations whichLre eesentiaily publicevents which anyone is free to attend, tours to major ternpiJs.lne intormatpractice of homestay proprietors of finding ceremoiies to take their guests
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rationale of mobilising entire villages and extensive resources to attract an uncertain

number of non-paying tourists for an uncertain period would be dubious in the

extreme. Tourist interest in specific ritud is not of course without economic benefits

to a community, especially its poorer members, in the form of sales of food, drinks,

ritual clothing and souveniers, but these are at best indirect side benefits in both

scale and intention. In other words ritual is, in my experience and despite these

minor exceptions and side-effects, never commodified in the sense of being produced

for commercial exchange.

It is apparent from many conversations I have had on the subject that tocal

people are by no means ignorant of the operation of a symbiotic relationship between

tourism and ritual, in fact they seem to me if anything to overestimate the attraction

which the splendour of their ritual performance holds for tourists. But this is not the

way they choose to see it, let alone qpeak about it and in fact they tend to be

offended when anyone else sees it that way. They point out that what they actually

put their money and time into is not marketable commodities but the practice of
ritual, making offerings to the gods, for which they receive no direct economic

return and tourists are welcome to witness or even participate in free of charge. The

logic goes something like this:

tourists come here because of the excellence of our culturaVreligious traditions. We do
not however maintain these traditions just for the tourists but for the purer reason of
sincerd respect and gratitude to tle gods. The tourists and the prosperity flowing from
them aro simply results which take the form at the material level of the irresistable
attraction to tourists (who have little or no culture of their own) - but more importantly,
at a subtle, invisible (nislala) level the tourists are simply the (sekala) vehicles chosen
by the gods to facilitate this flow of prosperity to those who display such ritual
diligence.

to, guides who seek out. interesting ceremonies for their cLients and general
listings in tourist publications of interesting ceremonies. There are also
cases of tourists and many e)q)atriate6 commissioning private riLuals for
various purposes but these are paid for in essentially the s€rme way (although
perhaps at inflated prices) as they would be for locals.

The exceptions to t,he claim of no direct, returna to temples from tourism
include the fact that, most temples invite any visitors to contribute dana
punia which relatively few tourists, in my e:<perience contribute and the
official vieitors fees coll-ected at temples which are
classified tourist attractions, most of which go not to the temple but to
administrative costs.
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From this point of view ritual is no merc reflection of a material economic

prooess but the real work of which the marerial economic prccess is tho product.

This logic applies equa[y to the production of agriculhual or culhual goods as it
does to tourism and as local pople often told me, it was to the practice of riunl I
should look if I wanted to undersand anything about Bali.
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RITUAL



, -,t- - Many-foreign residents make their livings through e>q)ort ofhandicrafts and many tourists subsidise their trips i" e"il--biy taking backhandicrafts for sale. Academics tend to be drawn more to the cul-tural end ofthe tour market. Balinese have become accustomed to this and many enterreadily into business relationships of varying scale and duration withforeigners.

CHAPTER 4

COMMERCE WITII TIIE GODS

Researching Economics and Ritual.

Successful entre,preneurs in the tourism/service sector in Ubud, once they

realised I was a lost cause as far as profitable collaboration was concerned, were

generally little interested in further discussion of economic mattenr. Whenever I
attempted to discuss with such people matters of business such as profits and capital

accumulation, f was repeatedly frustrated by their apparent lack of interest in the

subject and inevitable redirection of conversation to the apparenfly more interesting

subject of gods and temples and the importance of showing due respect and gratitude

to the former by maintaining, improving and making offerings in the latter. The

eyes of these businessmen (and occasionally women), usually shary and shrewd,

would glaz-e over and their voices would become alternately animated and dreamy

as they waxed eloquent about their favourite temple and the pleasure they got both

from working there amongst their fellows and from their efforts to rebuild or
renovate the temple to standards unknown before. "The gods have been generous,

making all this proqperity possible: it is the least we can do to show our gxatitude

and respect by making the best offerings we can afford..

For some time I put this oft-repeated scene down to the clumsiness and

perhaps inappropriateness of my enquiries but gradually I came to accept what they
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were saying atfae,e value: that this was another domain of experience which was in

some sense more important to them than the business of tourism and also as subtle

advice to redirect my enquiries in this direction if I wanted to learn anything about

Bali. This advice was confirmed by less well-to-do informants. Very few had any

inclination toward analysis of even their own domestic economy let alone the larger

processes of change or the glaring inequalities of wealth and power among which

they [ved. They tended, like the economically successful, to refer such phenomena

to supernatural causation, destiny (nasib) or more specifically to their relationships

with specific deities.

It seemed advisable therefore as a matter of both theory and practice to

concern myself with what local people regarded as important and which they thought

it appropriate for a foreigner to concern himself with. I became therefore a student

of religion, not of the refined Sanskritic traditions of the priestly caste but of the

"orthopraxy" (C.Geertz 1973c:I77) of village ritual, an apprentice of the lowest

order, sitting for hours fumblingly performing tasks familiar to small boys and

listening to semi-intelligible conversations.

Apart from the agreeable sociability involved, and the welcome diversion

from less agreeable reflection upon the unproductiveness of other avenues of

enqurry, this proved to be a particularly fruitfrrl strategy at a number of levels. Not

only did it open the door to a world of experience cohabiting with but virtually

invisible to the Ubud of tourism, but it established my credentials as neither a

tourist, nor just another foreign resident in pursuit of some combination of pleasure

and profit but as a person with appropriate interests and attitudes not entirely

incapable of some understanding and whose questions might not be as silly as they

sounded. Much of what I subsequently learnt about many aqpects of ubud came as

a result of my practical involvement in ritud, both directly, through my comrades

in ritual labour and indirectly, through relationships between ritual and economics
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'. Both my neighbours and I were in fact following establishedprecedent. The people of llbud are obviously very familiar with foreigners,not only transient tourists but e:<patriate rLsidents of varying durati5n andstatusr very few of these people show more than a superficial interest inparticipation in loca1 activities eepecially ritual. rn my neighbourhood(banjar) there have however been a numUer or exceptions wlio have createdprecedents which local people both invoke with approval and no doubt u6e asmodels which enabled them to assess my worth ana uftimately t,o deal more orless comfortably with me.
It is interesting to note that my main mentor at this time, the lateI Gusti Made sumung, who had worked with foreigrrers as far back as Mead,Bateson and ,Jane Belo and new their ways, refrained from advising me to howr should conduct myself as a local resident or researcher, simply ioting wittrapproval ?ny steps r took in the direction of the retigibus and thetraditional.

COMMERCE WITII TI{E GODS

and politics2. The chapters to follow record some of this round trip but we begin

by considering the more obvious links between economics and ritual.

Figure 4.1 Ritual l-abour
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Transactions with the Niskala.

Almost anyone in Ubud (and probably BaIi) will tell you that the material

domain of worldly things and activities, including human economic endeavour, is

dependent upon an immaterial stratum of unseen forces, entities and beings (c/f

A.Hobat etal1996:178, warren 1993:140, wiener 1995:12). The opposition and

interdependence between these two levels of being are expressed in the adverbs

selaln and nislala defined in Chapter 3. T\e selaln and the nislwln are inherently

linked by their ongoing mutual effects upon each other and it is the business of
Balinese religion to repeatedly mediate this mutual interaction. More specifically

ritual practices seek variously and/or simultaneously to show respect, give thanls,

puriff, appease, petition the entities of the nislala with a view to influencing

advantageous selwln effects (H.Geertz 1994:2, 1995:26).

The literature on Balinese ritual is, like the subject itself, vast and complex3.

My concern here is less with ritual as such but with its relationship with other

aspects of life in Ubud. From this point of view what appears to be overlooked or

downplayed in much of the literature, but never in Balinese practice, is that it is all

based upon a relatively simple transaction, well understood by illiterate villiagers and

small children.

In its most basic and commonly seen form a woman, dressed in a sarong and

with a cloth tied around her waist, walhs unhuniedly around her houseyard carrying

a large tray on which are several tiny trays woven from young coconut leaves, and

containing flowers, rice, fruit and betel chewing ingredients. She stops at certain

points and places, on the ground or on a raised platform, one of the trays and a

lighted stick of incense. With her right hand clasped at the wrist by her left she

The most concise (but not widely available) introduction to the
subject of which I am ar^Iare is Hunt,er (1989). Others include C.& H.Geertz
L975:9-L2, Goris (L984a,b,c), swellengreber (1984), warren (1993:ch.2,5) .
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wafts the rising smoke gently upwards, eyes half-closed and lips moving silently

before sprinkling the offering with water and moving calmly on to repeat the

performance as she does many times every day of her life.

Figrne 4.2 Offering

What she is doing is called mnbanten, equated with the Indonesian sajen and

meaning "offering" or "sacrifice". What she is sacrificing is a proportion of the

resources of her household, substances of beauty and utility as well as her own

labour time and mentaVemotional energy and offering them to one or other of the

many species of unseen beings with which she shares her living space and upon

whose goodwill and co-operation the health and prosperity of her household

dependsa. Yadnya, a generic Balinese term for ritual, also means literally

The notion of sacrifice embodied in Balinese banten seems to differfrom that discussed by Hubert and Mauss in which "Sacrifice is a religious ac-which, through the consecration of the victim, modifies the condit,ion of Lhemoral person who. accomplishes it or that of certain objects with which he isconcerned" (L954) . While the aims are arg:l,rabty the sarr;", the method does notinvolve a "victimrr as such; it is based rither'upon the notion og 'igivins ;;;a portion of ones own reEiources, more in line- witsh a pan-Southeast Asian
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"sacrifice", and the staggering richness and complexity of Balinese ritud is
composed almost entirely of different configurations of sacrifices of varying

complexity, scale and purpose (see Brinkgreve and Stuart-Fox 1992).

Figure 4.3 Offerings

religious value of "disinterested givingt'.
Hobart et al (1996:131) offer an alternative etlmolog-y of banten

reference to the transitory nature of offerings. Ttris st,rikes me not
incorrect but as peripheral to their sacrificial nature.

aEi
as
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Balinese are, like foreigners, not indifferent to the aesthetic qualities of either

the practice or the concept, and indeed all the arts, as well as the most spectacular

of religious ceremonies are conceived of in exacfly ttrc same way: as sacrificial

offerings of the beautiful, the valuable and the useful to nislula (unseen) beings.

However, while foreigners have tended to concenfiate on the aesthetic qualities of
Balinese offerings/arUreligion, for Balinese the offering is essentially a transaction

with the nisknla beings involved: a counter-gift made in gratitude for past gifts

and/or anticipation of future gifts (Connor 1986:70-1, Eisemann 19%):217, Ottino

1995:15, Warren L993:I40, clf H.Geertz L995:26).

Balinese tend to speak of offerings not in terms of zuch crude economism but

rather of an ideology of disinterested giving motivated only by sincere (iklas)

gratitude and respect, untainted by expectation of return. While I have no reason to

question the motivation of any Balinese in the act of making offerings, it seems to

me that this ideology mas*s, but only just, what is actually conceived of as a system

of reciprocitys. The (usually) unspoken counter-implication of "the gods have been

generous to us, the very least we can do is be generous in showi4g our gratitude"

is "if we don't perform this ceremony at the very best level we can afford, they

may be offended". The bargain is rarely phrased in this negative form but it often

becomes visible when victims of sickness or misforilne conzult a diviner (balian).

One of the most common causes cited by balian (and believed by their clients) is

offence to ancestral gods resulting from inadequate offerings (A.Hobart et al

I{arren (L993:L62) makes the same point and guotes two Balinese
sources to the same effect. Ottino takes the exchange analogy a step further
by suggesting t_hat "the idea of 'buying, the deity,s favour is arso quitestrong among villagers I have known,,(1995:10). When I presented an earJ.yversion of this chapter to the annual conference of bhe sbcieuy of Ba1inesEStudies in Denpasar in August 1996, several Balinese academicJ took polite
issue (an_ I suspect underlying offence) at the implication that offering-s were
performed with any motivation other than sincere disinterested giving. -I have
been told the same thing in countless conversat,ions yet, the evidence of myeyes and the sub-texts of countless other conversjtions lead me to the
conclusion_presented here: that offerings, however disgruised by ideolog"y, areI'giftsrr made in the Maussian sense of e4pect,ing recip-rocity. -
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1996:193). In other words although the offering is cloaked in an ideological

packaging of mutual generosity, if the human pafiy fails to reciprocate appropriately

the bottom line of reciprocal exchange upon which the whole deal is predicated is

exposed for what it is.

It is precisely this systematic misrepresentation @ourdieu |994:1661 calls it

"guaranteed misrecognition') of (economic) exchange as (moral) altruism which

Mauss (1990:3) argues fonns the ideological basis of systems of gift-giving in many

precapitalist societies6. What is different here is that the exchange is between

humans and invisible (nislala) beings and the objects of exchange consist at one level

of ordinary 6elala) objects but at another of subtle (nislala) essences (sari).

Because these nislenla dimensions of the transaction are (for most Balinese of my

acquaintance) at least as real and important as the selwln,I would argue (with lvlauss

1990: 14-17) that the logic of reciprocity still applies: offerings are understood as a

system of ongoing exchange of goods and serrrices across the border between selaln

and nisknla domains.

Jonathan Parry reads Mauss somewhat differently: arguing that the Indian

ideology of gift-gling, upon which part of Mauss' argument is based, is in fact of

danadlarma, a form of giving motivated by and intended as a mechanism of self-

purification of sins and which depends for its efficacy upon the very fact of its non-

reciprocation. "Apure asymmetry mustobtain" (1986:459-462). Parry contrasts this

form of grft with the reciprocal "Polynesian" type typified by the lvlaoi lnu.

I would argue that Balinese offerings to their gods, and indeed the preferred

method of exchanging goods and services iunong humans are, like many things

Balinese, composites located in accord with physical geography, midway between

Indian and Polynesian models (Boon 1977:1). Ideologically the emphasis is upon the

Carrier (1990) arg'ues
societies into one in which the
into a kind of anti-commodity.

that this ideology changes in capitalistgift is a comnodity symbolically transformed
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Indian model of datw, disinterested giving carrying a moral and even qpiritual

reward, while materially the expectation is clearly of the need for ongoing

reciprocity to keep the material exchange and its correqponding social relationships

alive.

So while the entrepreneurs of Ubud insist on the religious foundations of
economic practice, the realm conventionally designated "religion" in Bali is itself

based upon conceptions essentially "@onomic' in nature. While offerings are made

to ensure the success of any economic endeavour, the offerings are themselves a

form (albeit half-disguised) of economic exchange with the nislwta. Consequenfly

while there is an economic imperative at the heart of ritual practice, economic

practice includes a ritual component.

This relationship is evident not only in the practices and ideologies of
exchange but in those of production also. Production of agriculturat goods and

artifacts of all kinds involves ritual as well as physical work and another generic

Balinese term for ritual larya/gae refers to "work" in both selata andnistwhsenses.

Lansing (1991:6), following Condominas (and perhaps Malinowski), describes the

elaborate ritual component of rice cultivation as "a kind of commentary on the

productive process", or as "structuring" a "meaningful series of interactions betrveen

social groups and the natural world".

V/e will return (in Ch.8) to the relationship between production and exchange

aspects of Balinese economy but my point at this stage is to complete my argument

that the relationship between ritual and economy is not limited to exchange and that

economy is just as ritual as ritual is economic. Ritual can thus be said to constitute

a sector of the Balinese @onomy, invisible to conventional economic analysis but

primary in Balinese understanding of economic reality. Nowhere is this more

evident than in the fundamental unit of production and consumption, the household.
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Ihe Ritual Sector of Household Economy.

For all Balinese households (and other social and economic units), the

resources devoted to ritual are a major component of the household economy, a more

or less fxed "overhead" analogous in various ways to rent, maintenance or taxation.

Such expenditure, diqpersed as it is throughout general household activities and

expenditures, and variable from year to year, from family to family and from village

to village is not easily quantified let alone measured, but through the late 1970s and

early 1980s there were some brave attempts.

Poffenberger and Zurbachen (1980: 120-130), in their report on the economy

of a neighbourhood in Sukawati (between ubud and Denpasar) in the late 1970s,

provide figures which suggest that an average family devoted about l0% of its
available adult labour, about 3% of its cash income, and about twelve days supply

of rice and assorted other horticulturat products to regular temple ceremonies alone,

a total which Carol Warren (1993: L52) calculates to amount to 4% to 8To of a low

income family's annual income. Life-cycle ceremonies which occur frequenfly but

not on a regular calender were considerably more expensive, ranging from cash

equivalents of a few days income to well over a years income. These figures do not

however include the endless round 6f daily, fortnightly, monthly and other offerings

made by every household nor the labour time involved in such tasks as routine

maintenance and guarding of temples, assisting at neighbourhood funerals and

general gotong-royong (collwtive labour) on community projects.

Wirawan (1979:15-21), in a study of ritual expenditures in a vittags near

Klungkung around the same time, found that families were involved annually in fifty
to sixty ceremonies not including life-cycle ceremonies or regular household

offerings. In a given year, the fifteen families studied spent from a little under 12%
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to nearly 37 % of their annual expenditure (which in some cases exceeded their

income) on ritual.7

Foley (1987: 238, Fig.6.6), in a comparative study of three villages in the

watershed of the Wos Valley, one near Ubud, one upstream and one downstream,

in the early 1980s, found that the average family in the village near Ubud spent

almost 40% of its total expenditure on religion. Those in the village upstream spent

less than lUVo and downstream around 30%.s

warren (1993:150-153) provides a sampling of figures from a village near

Llbud n l98l-2 which confirm this general impression as well as the difficulty of
accurate measurement. She also makes the useful points that some ritual labour is

performed in times which would otherwise be spent in non-productive activities and

cannot therefore be regarded as a sacrifice of income and that some of the goods and

cash contributed are redistributed in the form of collective meals and re-use of
materials. Her discussion draws attention also to the important fact that the

economic aspects of Balinese ritual are essentially collective.

These figures, incomplete, inconsistent and none-too-reliable as they may be,

do however provide a measure of confirmation of the fact, obvious to visitors and

Balinese alike that ritual is a major component of household and collective

production and consumption. My own attempts to quantify what is indeed a matter

of quantity, were fnrstrated by exactly the kinds of problems mentioned by the

researchers cited above: the complex combinations and sometimes interchangeability

of labour, materials and money, the difficulty of sepamting the ritual component

from general household allocations of labour, materials and money and the

inegularity of certain ritual expenditures.

'. It is not clear whether theseritual or whether they incorporate labour
figures include alt categories of
time and non-caeh ocpenditures.

The author -acknowledges.the discrepancies and suspectss patterns ofsystematic under and over-reporting
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A further dfficulty is that most people, although they will fiequently mention

the cost of a particular ritual item, tend not to account accurately for ritual expenses.

My friend T, (see Ch.z) recounted being asked by (another) foreign friend how he,

a farmer with virtually no cash income, managed to meet a particularly large and

recent ritual expense. He shnrgged and laughed replying, as I have heard others do:

"I honestly don't know. It comes from somewhere when I need it. I suppose it

comes from God. " Others stressed that it is best not even to think about it, let alone

talk about it. To calculate the totals involved implies knowledge and concern about

them which contradict the ideology of disinterested sacrifice/offering on which the

whole system is basede.

While it was quite evident from comments made that people did at times

engage in the calculations necessary to manage their ritual and household budgets,

to speak of this would not only imply such secret calculation but would reveal the

contradiction between ideology and practice. My interest in quantification was not

considered to be in the best of taste and was seen as an obstacle to my progress

toward proper understanding of religious matters, not to mention the unwritten rules

of polite behaviour, so my enquiries into this mitter were made discreetly and

indirectly.

This story resonates with ilenny Alexander's co[ulents on her
e:qrerience of researching market practicee in,Java. Even after fifteen months
in the field she still found it, r'...very difficutt...to understand how the
poorest third of the population survive on their incomesrr (L987:71

. She questions the value of strictly guantitative methods in producing
reliable data about small-gcale economic endeavours rrnot because people were
unwilling to answer queetions or because they told lies... (buts) because only
after detailed research does the fieLdworker know what questions to ask; and
some of the most imporLant information is not availabl-e to direct queetioningl
(1987:8). She argues instead for the selective use of quantitaCive data E,o
supplement a primarily qualitative approach.

James Scott (1985:2O2-203, footnotes 25-271 referg to the difficulties
involved, even using the kind of detsailed qualitative methods recotnmended by
Alexander, in obtaining reliable informat,ion about the (apparently) simpJ-esl
of financial conditions and transactions, pointing tso factors such as
selective memory and strategic manipuJ.ation of figures according to the
audience present and perceptions of the motivation of the interviewer.
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The results consist essentially of a working knowledge of the public ritual

calender of the banjar in which I lived, records based on close observation of the

ritual economy of one household, more casual observations of others and a random

collection of observations of ritual labours and conversations with people both within
and outside this community. These provide the basis for a comprehensive list of
ritual events and estimate of the likely expenditures involved. Before presenting this

list however, I shall attempt to evoke something of the qualitative flavour of the way

in which what I call the ritual sector is manifest in the economic practice of one

household.

Days in the Ritual life of a household.

In the morning, when the yard has been swept, rice cooked, coffee dnrnk and

her husband has left for work and her children for school, the housewife takes a

banana leaf from her garden and cuts it into small squares with the corners neatly

trimmed off. She lays 48 of these out in a narrcwing spiral in a circular bamboo

winnowing tray and onto each places a small mound of freshly cooked rice set aside

before anyone had eaten. On top of each she sprinkles a little grated coconut and

salt. She ties a sash around her waist and walks around her yard, placing these

offerings to the various uns@n beings with which she shares the yard at corners,

entrances, centres and other vital points in the space.

This happens every single morning. Occasionally this is her entire ritual

obligation for the day but not often. On the days of the full and new moon and

knieng-kliwon (a calendrical conjunction occurring every 15 days), she also folds

little trays of banana leaf which she fills with various combinations of flowers and

foodstuffs as well as other more elaborate constnrctions of leaves pinned together

with tiny bamboo skewers. To place these, at approximately the some locations
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around the yard, as well as at a local temple, she changes first into the formal ritual

dress of sarong/kebaya/sash.

A family of chickens follow her around the yard, destroying these miniature

works of art as fast as she places them. She sometimes feels a certain sorrow at the

destruction and anger towards the chickens but quickly checks the feeting: ' 'Why

should I feel like this? fire important thing is that I make the offerings with a purc

heart. God (Tulwn) sees them regardless. Better to make no offerings at all than

make them with any bad feeling."

Figure 4.4 Housohold offerings

Often, very often, when I come into her yard she is sitting outside her

kitchen, cutting, folding, stitching together leaves for oflerings for an approaching

ceremony. If she is not there during the day it is usually because she is working

with other women at a temple or house in which a ceremony is approaching. During

a 4 month period in mid 1996, I recorded the following ritual activities of this

household.
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This period began with a grand cremation at a neighbours house, for which

virtually the whole community worked for over a week. This was followed

immediately by a couple of days of preparation for and taking offerings to the

odalans of a small private temple owned by her family, another family temple a few

miles away and a local public temple. All of these ceremonies involved relatively

small contributions of cash and materials as well. After this there was a period of
almost a month free of ritual obligations during which she used spare time to begin

assembling materials and preparing offerings for the major anniversary ceremony of
Galungan, two months ahead. During this time her husband had bricls and stone

delivered for completion of their family temple the cost of which was over

Rp.lmillion.

Then began the season for life-cycle ritual. In the space of a week she was

involved in three of these, various combinations of tooth-filing and wedding

ceremonies at the homes of relatives or neighbours. This took up virnrally her whole

time for the week as well as cash expenditure of some Rp. 20,000. At the end of
this week was Ttrmpek Landep, a day on which offerings are made to trees, but this

took up relatively little time because she had managed to prepare the offerings

beforehand in between other tasks. This left her free to attend a ceremony at her

parental house on this day.

The next day she worked, arong with a group of other women from her

neighbourhood, on behalf of Puri Ubud, preparing large offerings to be taken to the

odalan of a large Hindu temple in East Java in which one of the princes of Ubud
plays a leading role. Her husband worked with a group of men a few days later.

The following day was full moon but she was so tired she bought ready-made

offerings from the market and spent only half an hour placing them. Tlis re$ q15

short-lived because during the week of life-cycle ceremonies a relative had died at

a nearby village and she spent the next three days there preparing for the cremation

and the following day at the ceremony itself. Her husband who could not take time
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off work, spent his nights at the bereaved household. They also contributed some

Rp 30,000 worth of materials to the cremation.

By the time this was over, Galungan was approaching, which for this

household is doubly demanding because it coincides with the odnlan of their family

temple as well as those of more senior family temples of which theirs is a branch.

The largest of these required a contribution of almost Rp.50 thousand and the

assorted costs of materials for the whole period amounted to a further Rp.200

thousand. This was made especially difficult because they had just finished paying

off the final Rp.150,000 towards a shrine the extended family had sponsored as a

part of the rebuilding of a local temple. This was in addition to a monthly

contribution of Rp.10,000 towards the building program and a commitment by each

household to save Rp.300,000 toward the cost of the ceremony.

After another day attending to non-ritual priorities, she qpent a morning

preparing offerings for purification of the household after the cremation and for the

approaching full moon and lajeng-kliwon. This left her nearly a week in which to

complete her preparations for the Galungan complex of ceremonies, working half-

time initially but building up to full-time and finally with part-time help from her

husband and a niece. By this time there was a general build-up of tension in Ubud,

the symptoms of which I recognised as similar to the pre-Christmas period in

Australasia: the market was crowded and busy, prices for essential ritual

commodities such as young coconut leaves (bwwg) and foodstuffs used in offerings

such as eggs, bananas, and eqpecially chickens, ducks and pigs were high. People

had less patience than usual and it was impossible to make appointments with

anyone.

During this pre-Galungan overload, which her daughter knows as a time to

avoid crossing her mother I, being incompetent to contribute any useful labour, had

several conversations with her about the weight of all this ritual obligation. I have

the feeling she does not particularly enjoy this work, especially as she is the only
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woman in the household and usually has to work alone, with the fulIreqponsibility

on her shoulders (much of this work is not intellectually demanding and is often

made less arduous in larger households by working in groups, talking, laughing and

nowadays watching television).

These conversations began typically with her mild lamentation of the

dfficulty of being Balinese and especially female. This was occasionally phrased in

the form of a comparison with the relative ease of being a foreigner free of such

obligations. I had learnt, frcm long experience that the most effective reply to this

was to agree and to suggest furthermore that it was in fact much better altogether to

be a foreigner and not have to worry about making offerings at all. She, like

everyone else with whom I had this conversation, backtracked quickly and insisted

that it was in fact much better to be Balinese and that the offerings were no trouble

at all and that in fact she liked doing them. This somewhat contradictory attitude

toward ritual obligation was not merely a result of her somewhat unusual

circumstances. In my discussions about such matters with other lJbud people they

would frequently refer to the weight of their ritual obligations with a curious mixture

of resignation and pride, often citing this commitment to ritual as the basic cultural

and economic difference between themselves and westerners (Warren 1993:162-3).

The day before Galungan, she worked alone, with her niece borrowed part-time from

her sister while her husband worked with other men slaughtering and butchering

pigs. On the big day, she simply had to be in too many places at once so her niece

carried her offerings to thee local temples allowing her to concentrate on ceremonies

at her own house-temple, that of her husband's father and in the late afternoon at a

clan-origin temple several kilometres away. There were further minor offerings to

be made during the week following Galungan but the main concern was the death of
another relative in a nearby villags. This necessitated at least a token appearance on

her part but most of the load was carried by her husband who spent several nights

there. This left her relatively free to concentrate on contributing labour and
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offerings to a wedding in which she, like all the neighbourhood had been invited to

participate. This involved only a few hours labour and about Rp.10,000. Offerings

for the consecration of a newly completedpalinggih at the local temple were likewise

only a matter of a few hours.

After this I was away, along with hundreds of Ubud people, for several days

at the odalan of a large Bali-Hindu temple in East Java, during which time she

worked steadily catching up on offerings for the rest of the Galungan season as well

as full moon and l<njeng-kliwon. For the following three weeks I was again often

away from Ubud and was not constantly in touch with the daily affairs of the

household but there appear to have been only routine offerings. It was however

during this period that almost Rp.1 million worth of timber for the house temple was

delivered. The estimated cost was only Rp.600,000, which her husband had saved

before ordering, but the price had increased during the order period because of high

demand for the special timber species involved. They thought they would have to

borrow the shortfall but fortunately a foreign friend was able to help them out.

After this period of relative calm there came a series of ceremonies. The

relative who had died just before Galungan was cremated as part of a mass cremation

which required four days of her labour at the house of the deceased several

kilometres away. The customs of this village involved less generous hospitality to

those helping and the house involved was cramped and poorly ventilated so the

whole process was rather trying, but because she had no other employment, no

money to offer in lieu of labour and her husband was able to take only limited time

off work, she felt obliged to contribute as much of her labour as possible.

Her availability was however limited by relatively minor obligations, of no

more than a day each at the puri preparing food for a meeting of the committes eI:

the temple in East Java and offerings for a minor local ceremony marking the end

of the Galungan month and a large purification ceremony atthe puri. After the day

of the cremation itself,she was, after a ceremony to purify the household, free to
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begin work for an approaching ceremony at a local temple. This, although it was

not a majot odalan, would involve, as well as a cash contribution, at least four days

work because it was the turn of her neighbourhood to take major responsibility for
the ceremony.

Before this was complete however, she had begun work for a wedding at the

home of a close relative. When I left Bali a week later, exhausted by keeping track

of it all, she was looking forward to taking her turn as neighbourhood messenger for
a month which would give her an opportunity to get out of the house and do

something other than sitting at home making offerings.

I have also some concern that your attention may by now have drifted, mind

numbed like mine, by the sheer volume and repetition involved. If so, you are

beginning to appreciate the human reatity involved. A letter several months later,

from the husband of the woman described above reported that she had just had to
turn down (much needed) paid employment because of her ritual obligations and was

at present sick. This reality, with its implications for students of human rights and

gender politics should not divert us from the primary concern of this chapter,

understanding the role of the ritual sector in the economy of ubud.

The following table lists all the regular ceremonies observed in the banjar to
which this household belongs along with estimates of less predictable life-cycle

cercmonies and estimates of the various resources an average household might be

expected to devote to such ceremonieslo.
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Table 4.1 Estimated Housohold Ritud Expenditures.
Banjar Kebon, lJbud. 1996.

ceremony where when labour hours matorials cash
malo female xRp1000

regular household offerings:
saiban house daily .5 food,leaves,
kajeng-kliwon houso l5day 4 leaves, flower!,

food, incense
purnama house monthly 4 leaves, flowers,

food, incense
tilem house monthly 4 "
tumpek house 35 day 2 "

Balinogo calondrical holy{ays
pagerwesi house 210day 2 "

saraswati houso 2lOday 2 '
RambutSedana house Zl0day I 1 t

Bhatari Sri house 2lOday I
housc 2lOdty 10 50

kuningan

Odalans (femple anniversary cerenonies)
odalan house temple

210days 10 50
odalan clan tenple/2l0 days 10 50

odalan local templesx 3
210days 30 150

odalan 2 others 210 days 20 100

100

50

60

Lunar calender holy{ays

Siwa Ratri
Nyepi
Nangluk
merana

annual 10 2
annual 10

annual 5

Life-cycle ceremonies: (estimated annual averages)
weddings
within family house llyear 10 50
withtn banjar house 2lyear l0 50

affluent, households do the same with the 6cale of e:<penditure generally rising
according to income.

100

20
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toothfiling
within family
withtn banjar
funerals
within family
wthn banjar
others
within family
witbtn banjar

Building funds:

family temple
other temple

Others:
night-watch

Ritual sorvico
to puri.

llyear
2lyear

llyear
2/yaar

llyear
2lyear

temple fortnight

annual

100

20

200
40

100

20

10 50
l0 50

50 100
50 100

10 50
10 50

house
house

house
house

house

house

l0mill. over 10 Years
100

20

10

50

These add up to a total annual expenditure of some 1800 houn of female

labour, 575 hours of male labour and Rp.2,134,000 as well as natural materials from

the household garden. These figures are, with one exc€,ption, fairly minimal,

unavoidable household expenditures and do not include the ritual overheads involved

in making a living in either the agricultural or commercial economies. The

exception is the Rp.lmillion for building or renovating the household temple which

is strictly speaking avoidable but is included here to emphasise the diqproportionate

expenditure even poor families are prepared to make to maintain a (socially as well

as spiritually) suitable level of ritual sacrifice (see also Hobart 19g0:65).

The monthly income of the class of households to which these figures refer

is in most cases not more than Rp.300,000, in which case the monetary expendifure,

including that for the family temple, amounts to over 35% of household income or
even without the family temple, to nearly l9%. The female labour component
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amounts to over 40% of one woman's available timelr, a figure which reduces

according to the number of women in the household. The male component amounts

to nearly l0% of a man's available time and most of the work involved is, unlike

women's work, done on a per household basis by the head of the household or a son

working in his place.

While the details of these figures are debatable and indeed vary considerably

from one household to another and from year to year, the order of magnitude they

represent, something like a quarter of the household economy, is in accord with my

own impressions, those of informants and the independent estimates cited above.

while this proportion may seem staggeringty large, especially in an economy in

which many households have real dfficulty meeting essential subsistence expenses,

it is not inconsistent with economies of ritual in other South and Southeast Asian

societies (Spiro l97O:459, Tambiah 1970:149). This has a number of implications,

to some of which we will return in due course. For the moment however, suffice

it to say that the resources devoted to ritual at the basic domestic level alone

constitute a significant sector of the economy of Ubud.

ll . This figrure is based upon an allowance of
reflects two aspects of female ritual labour: that
either concentrated bursts of long days or ilafter
talking or nowadays watching TV.

12 hours per day which
much of it is done in
hoursrt , while sitting,
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Collective Economy and Ritual.

Collective I-abour

It is clear from the previous section that while a substantial part of household

economy is devoted to ritual, not all of this ritual is at the level of the household

itself: just as individuals have reqponsibilities to the gods of their household (and any

other goups they are involved in), households themselves have reqponsibilities to

wider zones of land, community, ancestral origin and, in some places, including

Ifbud, hereditary lordship.

Some of these reqponsibilities are apparenfly material: the provision of
materials and labour for maintenance and development of communal assets such as

roads, public buildings and public events. Such practices are deeply rcoted in
viflagg-1ttel traditions of solidarity (Warren 1993:5-9) but were mobilised by pre-

colonial rulers as a form of taxation (see Ch.6). This precedent enabled the Dutch

to reconcile their conflicting interests in preservation of tradition and maximisation

of revenue by adapting the system to new levels of extractive efficiency (see Ch.A.
The Indonesian government too has inherited, maintained and adapted the system to

its own ends in the form of gotong royong, an invented "national tradition...

constnrcted (upon)... motivated misrecognition...of local cultural realities ...as part

of a strategy of intervention ... and ...mobilisation of nrral labour,' @owen

1986:545).

Contemporary collective labour practices in Ubud in fact mix elements of
these and new forms: govemment, puri, successful tourism businesses and

expatriates provide sponsorship for local community road repairs while government

initiatives are themselves often introduced to local communities through the puri.

The fust day of the 210day Balinese calendrical cycle begins idoally with a
ritual of self-purification known as banyu pinaruh. In local tJbud tradiiisn this involvos
bathing before dawn at Campuan whore the two upper arms of the Wos River meet.
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Nowadays tho tradition is maintained mainly by young single people. On this day in
1996 (May t2), my landlord and I, neither of us single or particularly young, went
around fust light to Campuan. We went not for belated banyu pinaruh but for an
extraordinary gotong-rcyong of which we had been formally advised by the local
headman (klian banjar). When we arrived hundreds of men from all the banjar of
Ubud were already there, hackin! and slashing at vegetation and digging and levelling
soil.

Figure 4.5: Gotong royong at Campuan

The purpose of this massive mobilisation of manpower was to clear, level and

generally improve the existing walking track up the grass-covercd ridge which

provided access to several upstream villages. The project was the brainchild of a

member of the pui who owns a large hotel adjacent the beginning of the track.

There had at one stage been a rough vehicle track along the ridge but access

to it was closed off by the puri after a disagreement with one of the villages served

by the road. This caused considerable hardship to the village involved, especially

to women from poorer families who had to carry goods too and from Ubud market

along the narrow, steep and often slippery track. During this period the track had
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also become a popular tourist walking route. This rift had been substantially healed

by subsequent events but its material legacy remained.

Together with a young man from one of the uphill villages the prince

conceived the idea of simultaneously upgrading the access mostly used by village

women carrying goods to and from Ubud market and creating an improved amenity

for tourism, complete with tree-planting for shade and aesthetic reasons. They

sought assistance at three levels: official govemment support, funding from local

businesses and the labour contribution of the communities involved which was

mobilised using local government channels in the name of gotong-royong.

In the space of a couple of hours, amid much good-humoured banter, the

IJbud group' moving uphill, met with another group advancing downhill from the

other villages and the huge task was completed. Many men commented that they

had not s@n gotong-royong on this scale for many years. The prince who had

organised it told me afterwards that he had "many reasons" including simply getting

people working together for a good cause as they did in the old days.

This story illustrates several things which are relevant to an understanding of
the collective dimension of economy in Ubud: the ease with which the concept of

9oton?-royong for the public good can be used to mobilise collective liabour, the

seamless fusion in a single project of public, government, and puri interests and the

pivotal role of the purt in mediating between local community, business and

government. The district govemment did in fact agree to provide some funding

towards the project but on conditions of public-service engineering standards which

conflicted somewhat with the more modest, self-consciously village-style in which

it was conceived. When I left some four months later nothing further had happened.
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Collective Ritual

The greater and more common part of collective enterprise is of a ritual

nature dfuected at nislwla matters, or at least working thrcugh nislwla channels.

Most of this work (larya) is canied out in places known as pura, commonly (but

misleadingly) translated as "temples" (see Ch.5 for a fuller discussion). Each

household in Ubud has responsibilities to two or more pura associated withits desa

(commonly translated, again misleadingly as "village"), at least one associated with

the pui, and probably at least one other associated with fanning, cornmerce or

ancestral origins. The figures and estimates in the previous section give some idea

of the extent of these obligations from the point of view of the household economy.

While these obligations are divided and levied at the level of the household

they are essentially collective, incurred by the group associated with and responsible

for the para invofued rather than by individuals. Responsibility for the pura means

responsibility to the gods associated with it and membership in ritual grroups is on

the basis of individually incurred reqponsibility to gods and/or the pura itself. In
other words the social group is defined by the ritual pu{pose rather than vice versa.

Such ritual reqponsibility can be incurred through any collective enterprise for

which a temple is established. The subak is a temple worship group recnrited on

the basis of sharing irrigation water. The majority of temple congregations however

are recnrited on the basis of either descent or use of land. In the case ofancestral

temples Qtura lcawitan, pura dadia) the gods are primarily ancestral and the

responsibility for maintenance falls to the group defined by descent from these

particular ancestors.

In the case of desa the basis of membership is a kind of collective contract

with the nisluln in which the right to occupy village residential land (pelwrangul

desa) is given in exchange for a set of obligations towards the deities having
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jurisdiction over the land . In practical terms this means a primary obligation to

perform ritual and by implication to maintain the temples in which the deities visit
(Warren 1993:36,39,86, Goris 1984:81).

The economics of Collective Ritual.

The ordinary adult malo is concerned less with the esotsric lore of the lemples he
supports than with his share of the upkoep and finances for coremonios... The rnany
thousaod temples of the 'island of the gods' af,e not sustained by the fablod Balineso
religiosity alone Boon (1977:101)

The support of these temples is obviously an economic undertaking of some

magnitude. Apart from its physical maintenance, each temple, at least in the area

around Ubud, has an anniversary ceremony (odalan) every 210 days, requires minor

offerings at least twice a month and in some cases has additional ceremonies. The

primary maintenance and ritual expenses of many temples are provided for by a
system which traditionally allocated to the temple a more or less fixed quota of the

two essential productive resources, land and labour.

Inba pura is agricultural land set aside for the production of rice or other

produce to be used directly in ritual, to feed workers and to be sold or exchanged

to defray expenses. The area of lnba pura of temples in the Ubud area varies from

less than one tenth of a hectare for many small village temples to well in excess of
a hectare for some of the major temples in LJbud itself. Tailah buloi is land set aside

for the use of priests and other village functionaries as a kind of compensation for
their sacrifice of time which might otherwise be devoted to production. Ayatant

desa, the system of houseyard obligation to the village deities, provided the labour

and other raw materials neressary for regular ritual and maintenance. This system
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provided essentially for maintenance while expansions and improvements tended to

occur only on royal initiative or in response to times of plentyt2.

Dana Punia.

Entering the outer courtyard of many temples around (Ibud, one sees a large

board, usually white or black, on which are written lists of names and amounts of

money.

Figure 4.6: Dana punia

Not only specifically royal temples, but many of the finer public
temples of villages around Ilbud have in the past (as well as the present) been
substantially restored by locaL rulers, adding to their standing in both
sekaTa and niskal.a terms. Schulte-NordholE (L9962202) describee a caee in
which a king on the rise ritually appropriated a whole village by rebuilding
one of its main temples as part of his royal complex.
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These are fsts of dana punia, "donations given with sincere motivation",

above and beyond the call of duty. They include tpically, numerous small

donations, of Rp.1000 or more by ordinary members of the community associated

with the temple, substantially larger ones by prominent memben of the local

community and a few, sometimes very large ones by patrons and donors funher

afield. These lists provide, for the passing anthropologist, an instant "who's who"

of the community concerned and its connections to cenfi€s of power and wealth

elsewhere. Taken collectively they provide a kind of map of more regional patterns

of patronage.

In the temples of Ubud the lists are invariably headed by members of the

various puri closely followed (and occasionally surpassed) by major entrqxeneurs

in the tourism sector: the very people by whom I was dirccted to religion and

temples in the first place. The puri are exercising a hereditary reqponsibility to give

support, assistance and good example to their people. The tourist operators are

acting within a complex set of imperatives in which they seek to variously define

their positions in relation to the purt, the wider community and the gods involved.

Ritual and Resources

It has been noted that one of the fundamental characteristics of Balinese social

organisation is a set of inherent contradictions between association on the basis of
kinship versus community, or more specifically descent versus residence, and at the

level of cultural principles between hierarchy versus equality (II.&C. Gwrtz
1975:168, Warren 1993:15-18). There arc correE)ondences with these oppositions

in the main ways in which ritual reqponsibilities are incurred by individuals,

households and larger groups: through descent from common ancestors or through

association with local community and/or local land. I would argue however that the
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latter terrn, community/land may be beuer understood in terms of a more inclusive

concept of access to resources. I would argue further that all temple affiliations are

incurred on one of these two bases or upon various combinations of the two.

While temples associated with descent groups are relatively easily identified,

the concept of access to resources requires some elaboration. Stephen Iansing's

(1991) discussion of the system of irrigation temples makes it clear that whatever

else these temples may be or do they function as a sophisticated system of
management of water resources. I-ansing's study has been an important landmark

in our understanding of Balinese temples but the argument has yet to be extended to

other temples, least of all ordinary village temples.

It has been observed that "Sociologically, a temple ties its congregation to

a particular sacred space" @oon 1977:l0o). we will pursue some of the

implications of thinking about ritual in qpatial terms in Chapter 5. My point at this

stage is that the abstract notion of space takes more concrete form of place(s)

consisting of land and the physical environment. Carol Warren, building upon

Goris' (198a:81) observations about 'The Religious Character of the Balinese

Community" argues that:

village territory bolongs to the deities and that the living nembers of tho desa must
maintain contact with their ancestors to assure their livelehood and well-being. In this
respect the foundations oflocal solidarity are essentially social and cultural rather than
narrowly oconomic Warren L993236

These points are well-taken but I would extend them by returning to my

earlier suggestion that the desa may usefully be seen as a kind of contract between

the selala human community and nislwla partners consisting not only of ancestors

but of more generalised gods of place and productivitv. What the contract is
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productive resource of land. For this "leasehold" right they pay with a symbolic

percentage of the produce.

That it is a leasehold rather than freehold arrangement is clear from the oft-
repeated dictum that ultimate ownership is vested in the gods (Covamrbias 1994:83,

Hobart et al 1996:43) and is reinforced by the fact that utenants" who do not keep

their end of the bargain can be penalised by poor harvests and plagues and in

extreme cases can be evicted altogether by such nislah means as major natural

disasters. Ordinary village temples are therefore both documents of stone and timber

recording this contract in perpeturty and the places in which the rent is paid and the

sacred leasehold renewed every 210 days.

This notion of rights to resources as a basis of temple affiliation is not

opposed to descent but is an independent aspect or principle manifest in its purest

form in irrigation temples but in many others is combined with descent. While

resource-rights are dominant rn desa-temple affiliation around Ubud, the role of
village ancestors is still recognised (nthe pura pweh) and is much more significant

nBali-Aga desa. Household temples contain shrines to both ancestral deities and

those presiding over local resources. Clan origin-temples Qtura lmwitan) rq)resent

the purest form of affiliation by descent relatively independent of resource-use and

localityt3.

My aim in this chapter has been essentially to indicate, by a series of
examples, that there is in LIbud a fundamental link between ritual and economy: all
ritual is the practice of a set of broadly economic ideas while the economy contains

a substantial sector devoted to ritual practice. What I refer to as the ritual sector

13- rt could be argued that there are other bases of temple affiliationsuch as allegiance-to a puri, generalised conunon interests sich as comnerceor the health of Iivestock and ,highly specific locai e"e"t"Zpiic."commemor:atqd by t,empl-es. The r€rnge of temple t14pes and modes of aff iiiat.iond999_ indeed appear bewilderingly broad but in L1r Ehese ."".J1n" bases ofaffiliation seem to me to fepresent various combinations of these t!,rounderlying principles .
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is a sphere of economic activity not readily visible either to conventional economic

analysis in terms of the commonsense appearance of the dominant role of tourism-

related industry. When local people told me to pay less attention to tourism and

more to religron they were not merely engaging in ideological mystification of the

local economy: they were referring also to the empirical constitution of that

economy. While Balinese ritual is deeply economic in its meaning and practice, this

is not its only feature worthy of further consideration.
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